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Fig. 1 Spectrum of cosmic rays at the Earth (courtesy Tom Gaisser). The all-particle
spectrum measured by di↵erent experiments is plotted, together with the proton spectrum.
The subdominant contributions from electrons, positrons and antiprotons as measured by
the PAMELA experiment are shown.
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Figure 1. Intensity of the extragalactic background (ν Iν in units of nWm−2 sr−1) as a function of thewavelength inmetres.We combine
the existing measurements from the literature to highlight the best determined estimates for the background from γ-ray to radio. The
CMBhas the least uncertainty as the spectrum is determined tobetter than 1%.COBhas largeuncertainties involvingdirectmeasurements
due to uncertain removal of the zodiacal light foreground. Here we show the indirect estimate of EBL at optical wavelengths based on
the TeV/γ-ray absorption spectra of distant blazars. The UV/soft X-ray background at a wavelength of 10–100 nm remains unexplored.
From left to right in increasing wavelength, the plotted datasets are: Fermi-LAT (the total extragalactic background composed of diffuse
and resolved point sources) [8] and EGRET [9] (we have removed three data points from Strong et al. [10] at highest energies) in theγ-ray
spectrum, COMPTEL (filled circles) [11] between γ- and X-rays, HEAO1 A2 and A4 [12,13], INTEGRAL [14], SWIFT/BAT [15], Nagoya balloon
experiment [16], SMM[17], ASCA [18] andRXTE [19] in thehard to soft X-ray regime ingreen symbols, DXS andCHIPS in soft X-rays/extreme
UV (as discussed in Smith et al. [20] as a line at 0.25 keV), HESS in optical [21] (see figure 2 for other measurements), DIRBE [3] and FIRAS
[22] in the far-infrared, FIRAS atmicrowaves [23,24] and ARCADE [25] in the radio. The area under each of these backgrounds captures the
total energy density of the photons in each of those wavelength regimes. From γ-rays to radio the integrated intensity values in units
of nWm−2 sr−1 for key EBL components are approximately 0.015 (γ-ray), approximately 0.3 (X-ray), 0.01–0.02 (lower and upper limits
at 4.9 nm for extreme UV), 24 ± 4 (with an additional±5 systematic; optical), approximately 30 ± 10 (CIB), 960 (CMB) and less than
0.001 (radio).

other AGNs at cosmological distances to infer the number density of intervening infrared photons that
are responsible for electron–positron pair production by interactions with TeV photons. This has led to
the best determined COB measurements in the literature, especially given the fact that modelling and
removing zodiacal light remains a challenge for direct EBL intensity measurements around 1 µm.

We summarize existing EBL intensity measurements in figure 1 where we plot the spectral intensity
λIλ as a function of the wavelength λ. In this figure, the area under each of the spectral components
represents the total energy density associated with each of those backgrounds. Those values are listed in
the caption of figure 1 where the estimates were made using a statistical average of existing results from
the literature. In most of these measurements large systematics, associated with foreground models, are
likely to be still present. Here we briefly outline the techniques, foregrounds and systematics associated
with EBL measurements. We also discuss their applications for astrophysical and cosmological studies
and briefly summarize studies related to spatial anisotropies. We cover from short to long wavelengths
starting from the γ-ray background.

1.1. γ-ray
The early measurements of the CGB intensity came from SAS-2 between 40 and 300 MeV in 1978
[49], followed by EGRET between 40 MeV and 10 GeV in 1998 [9,10]. These measurements have been
superseded in this decade by Fermi-LAT covering 100 MeV to 800 GeV with roughly 25–30 times better
sensitivity than EGRET, as well as overall an improvement in the flux calibration. The CGB spectrum
measured by Fermi-LAT shows a cutoff at energy scales around 280 GeV [8]. Below this cutoff, the
spectrum can be described by a single power law with a spectral index about 2.3 (±0.05). The cutoff
is explained as the disappearance of the high-energy photons that are pair-producing via interactions
with the infrared background photons that we discuss later [50–53].

The CGB spectrum below the cutoff is mostly explained in terms of a combination of AGNs in the
form of blazars and γ-ray emission from SFGs. Small, but non-negligible depending on the exact energy,
comes from millisecond pulsars, Type Ia supernovae and γ-rays from galaxy clusters. At energies above
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cosmic radiation background

Cooray (2016)
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Fig. E.1. The SED with the best-fitting model calculations.

Table D.1. Parametrization of the IC flux.

Coefficient Value
p0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . −10.2708
p1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . −0.53616
p2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . −0.179475
p3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.0473174
p4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0
p5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . −0.00449161

Notes. The coefficients correspond to Eq. (D.1).

6%, less than 1% for p0 and p2 and about 1% for p1. The value
of p4 is set to zero since its relative error is otherwise around
150%, and thus p4 is not neccessary for a satisfactory fit.

Appendix E: Final SED
Figure E.1 summarizes the best fits for the constant B-field
model and the MHD flow model (see Sect. 2), together with all
data points of the references in Table 1 and in Aharonian et al.
(2004). Likewise, the scaling factors for the IACTs introduced
in Sect. 4 are also applied.
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non-thermal particle acceleration: 
general remarks

• power-law energy distributions -> severe departure from 
thermal equilibrium -> very long mean free paths -> 
collisionless gas (Coulomb collisions negligible)


• charged particles gain energy from electric fields -> 
(completely) ionized gas


• large-scale electric fields very rare (pulsars) -> convergent 
magnetized flows; departure from ideal MHD


• electron-ion gas in most cases; electron-positron pairs 
expected in most extreme environments (pulsars, AGN)


• particle-in-cell (PIC) algorithm for kinetic numerical simulations



particle acceleration in 
(relativistic) collisionless plasmas

1. shock waves 

2. magnetic reconnection


3. turbulence

Crumley, Caprioli, Markoff & Spitkovsky (2019)

Particle acceleration in shocks with γ β ∼ 1 5109

Figure 3. The polarization of the upstream waves at time ωpit = 4148. The
top panel shows a 1D slice (y = 250c/ωpi) of the magnetic field. Vertical
lines mark the region where the Fourier transform of the fields is calculated.
The middle panel shows the Fourier transform of Bz, and the bottom panel
is a graph of Stokes polarization angle χ (measured following Park et al.
2015). Non-resonant Bell waves are right-handed circularly polarized (χ =
45◦), as are the waves in the upstream of the simulation. The power in the
wave peaks at kc ≈ 0.25ωpi, in good agreement with the fastest growing
mode of the non-resonant Bell instability.

upstream waves and found they are right hand circularly polarized,
as expected for non-resonant ion waves (see Fig. 3).

The ion current J also drives a filamentary mode. Our simulation
shows a similar structure to the one found in hybrid simulation
of non-relativistic quasi-parallel shocks (see Caprioli & Spitkovsky
2013). To keep the plasma quasi-neutral, there is a returning negative
current in the background plasma that is aligned with B0. Therefore,
the background plasma feels a − J × δB force, which pushes the
background plasma away from the regions of strongest current and
focuses the current carrying ions, growing the instability further.
The size of these upstream cavities grows with time, and they
contain a large magnetic field at their walls. The transverse size is
limited to be less than the size of gyroradius of the current-carrying
ions.

We show the entire simulation domain of our fiducial, magnetized
quasi-parallel shock at the final time-step ωpit = 4148 in Fig. 4.
The upper two panels show the ion and electron x – px phase
diagrams, and lower two panels show Bz and the density. The
upstream location where the returning ions start to non-resonantly
drive circularly polarized transverse magnetic field fluctuations, x
∼ 650c/ωpi, is also visible in structural changes in the top two
panels of the phase diagrams. The returning ions transition from
being a relatively narrow beam of particles to having a more diffuse
structure as a result of the efficient scattering by the magnetic field.
In the electron phase diagram the transition is marked by a minimum
momentum required to participate in the particle acceleration. The
minimum momentum is visible as a lack of non-thermal electrons
with Lorentz factors !γ 2

0 mi/me between 350c/ωpi and 650c/ωpi.
All of the non-thermal electrons have energies comparable to the
non-thermal ions. The upstream magnetic field amplification is
accompanied by the evacuation of small cavities in the density
far upstream that grow to larger worm-like cavities closer to the
shock front. The amplified magnetic fields are largest at the walls

Figure 4. The fiducial run at time ωpit = 4148. Distances are measured
in ion skin depths. The top two graphs are x – px phase diagrams for the
ions and electrons, respectively. The bottom two graphs show Bz and the
density domain. The upstream location where Bell instability starts to grow
(x ∼ 650c/ωpi) is visible in all four subplots. In the ion phase diagram, it
is where the ions transition from a narrow beam in phase space to a more
diffuse, scattered structure. In the electron phase diagram, Bell is marked
by the dearth of reflected electrons with energies below ∼γ 2

0 mic
2 between

350c/ωpi and 650c/ωpi . These two features are aligned with the transverse,
circularly polarized magnetic field amplification seen in the Bz plot, and the
corresponding evacuated cavities in the density.

of these cavities. Downstream, the cavities become long filaments
with εB " 0.2 and small hole of low densities and large Bz, εB " 1.

When swept downstream, the cavity forms two underdense holes
that contain large magnetic fields of opposite Bz polarity, and are
surrounded by a ring of current. A close-up of a cavity being
advected downstream can be seen in Fig. 5. In 3D, the two holes
would likely be connected by a flux tube. Some holes merge
downstream, and in 3D, the disruption of possible flux tubes may be
an important site of magnetic dissipation. Whether the flux tubes do
indeed form in 3D simulation, and the importance of any magnetic
dissipation during their lifetimes is left to future work.

At the latest times, whistler waves are observed in the ion foot
of the shock. Whistler waves are small-scale, dispersive waves
that can occur in quasi-perpendicular shocks with low Alfvénic
Mach numbers. Whistler waves can grow in non-relativistic quasi-
perpendicular shocks when MA ! √

mi/me (e.g. Krasnoselskikh
et al. 2002; Riquelme & Spitkovsky 2011). This inequality is
satisfied in our simulation when δB⊥/B0 " 2, which is indeed the
case in the regions where whistler waves appear in our simulation

MNRAS 485, 5105–5119 (2019)
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particle acceleration in (relativistic) 
shock waves

• mechanisms: 
- diffusive shock acceleration (DSA; 
1st order Fermi) 
- pre-acceleration of electrons: 
   - shock drift acceleration (SDA) 
   - shock surfing acceleration (SSA) 
   - magnetic reconnection 
   - whistler waves


• plasma instabilities triggered by 
particles reflected from the shock 
front: 
- counter-streaming instabilities 
(Weibel/filamentation, Buneman) 
- current-driven instabilities (Bell)
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Fig. 2.—Main panel: Particle spectrum in a -wide slice at100(c/q )p

downstream from the shock at time (black line with error4500(c/q ) q t p 10p p

bars). Red line: A fit with a sum of a 2D Maxwellian (yellow dashed line)
and a power law (blue dash-dotted line) with high-energy exponential cutoff.
Subpanel a is the fit with a sum of high and low temperature Maxwellians
(red line), showing a deficit at intermediate energies; subpanel b is the time
evolution of a particle spectrum in a downstream slice: (blue!1t p 1600qp

line), (green line), and (red line). The black dashed line shows!1 4 !13800q 10 qp p

a power law.!2.4g

Fig. 3.—Left panel: Horizontal position as a function of time for four rep-
resentative particles (color lines) overplotted on transversely averaged profiles
of magnetic energy (gray lines). Right panel: Particle energies (shown with
corresponding color lines) as a function of time. All horizontal positions are
shifted by to align them with the shock location. All quantities arex (t)shock

measured in the downstream frame.

Maxwellian and the power law). At , the tail at4q t p 10 g 1p

contains ∼1% of particles and ∼10% of energy in the down-75
stream region.

3. ACCELERATION MECHANISM

We studied the mechanism that populates the suprathermal
tail by tracing the orbits of particles that gain the most energy.
The main acceleration happens near the shock, as seen from
the excess of particles with large 4-velocity near the shock in
Figure 1e. The spacetime trajectories and thex(t) ! x (t)shock

acceleration histories for four representative particles areg(t)
shown in Figure 3. The vast majority of particles in the flow
go through the shock only once and never return to the upstream
region again (orange line in Fig. 3). Some, however, can cross
the shock several times and gain energy. After acceleration
near the shock, these particles escape into the upstream or
downstream region, populating the suprathermal tails (red,
green, and blue lines). The particles that gain the most energy
(red and blue lines) undergo several reflections between the
downstream region (or the shock layer) and the upstream re-
gion, with the largest energy gains coming from reflections in
the upstream region (Fig. 3). Upon each reflection, these par-
ticles gain energy , as expected in relativistic shocks.DE ∼ E
In Figure 3, we overplot the transversely averaged magnetic
energy as line plots stacked in time. Note that all quantities
are still measured in the downstream frame and are only shifted
in space so that the shock appears stationary. Magnetic fluc-
tuations associated with the upstream filaments carry a motional
electric field ( ) as they are advected toward the shock. Par-Ey

ticles moving against the flow in these fields scatter, with a net
energy gain (in contrast, deflections in the downstream region
result in no energy gain, as seen in the downstream frame; in
the shock frame, both scatterings will yield energy gains). The
particles that gain the most energy do not undergo large-angle
scatters on single upstream filaments. Instead, these particles
move almost parallel to the shock surface, across the magnetic

filaments shown in Figure 1b. This is easy to understand be-
cause the characteristic Larmor radius for these particles ex-
ceeds the thickness of the shock, and if they were to move
along the shock normal, they would quickly escape down-
stream. The alternating magnetic polarity of the filaments rep-
resents magnetic fluctuations on scales smaller than the particle
Larmor radius. The deflections in the upstream region toward
the downstream region are thus grazing-incidence collisions
with magnetic islands that are moving toward the shock. The
deflections toward the upstream region happen within several
hundred skin depths behind the shock, where the magnetic field
is strongest. Motion across the filaments increases the effective
length of the scattering region and allows the trapping and
acceleration of high-energy particles near the shock.

4. DISCUSSION

We have shown that relativistic collisionless shocks can self-
consistently accelerate nonthermal particles. The magnetic
fields that are created as part of the Weibel turbulence near
shocks are sufficient to inject particles from the thermal pool
into the shock acceleration process, and our findings do not
require any initial assumptions about the turbulence spectrum.
The acceleration that we observe involves repeated crossings
of the shock by a small fraction of particles. In this sense, it
is tempting to associate this acceleration process with the first-
order Fermi acceleration in shocks. The absence of a coherent
background field in our problem rules out shock-surfing and
shock-drift acceleration. Deviations in particle trajectory are
due to interactions with many magnetic filaments of alternating
magnetic polarity and is, therefore, diffusive in nature. The
exponential cutoff at high energy in the downstream spectrum
can be attributed to the finite acceleration time in the simulation
and to the fact that efficient particle scattering occurs in a layer
of finite width (Bykov & Uvarov 1999). We have not reached
a steady state, however. Both the maximum particle energy and
the extent of the particle precursor continue to grow linearly
with time, and the energy in the tail grows logarithmically. The
region where particles scatter also increases. We conclude that
the simulations show the beginnings of the Fermi acceleration

Spitkovsky (2008)
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Fig. 2 Phase diagram of relativistic shocks (γsh ≥ 10) in the plane (γsh,σ). The
dotted diagonal line delimits from above the region in which the filamentation
instability can grow in the background plasma on a precursor crossing timescale, in
the absence of plasma slow-down. In the presence of a background magnetic field,
the background plasma is slowed down as it enters the precursor (see Sec. 4.1), hence
the filamentation instability can grow in all of region 3. The dashed horizontal line
delimits from above the region in which the scattering in the micro-turbulence is
sufficiently strong to allow Fermi acceleration, see Sec. 3.4. In region 1, the shock
forms through the reflection on the compressed background magnetic field; at lower
magnetizations, the shock forms through the build-up of a microturbulent magnetic
barrier. The dominant instabilities are: filamentation in region 5, filamentation and
current-driven instability (see Sec. 4.1) in region 3, and the current driven instability
in region 2.

through the Fermi process depends on the relative velocity βrel between the
upstream and downstream flows. Let a particle, having a pitch angle cosine
µ1 before scattering, cross the shock front, be scattered and come back with
a pitch angle cosine µ2. Its energy gain is

G =
1− βrelµ1

1− βrelµ2
. (15)

As defined above, µ1 and µ2 are expressed in the upstream rest frame and
βrel represents the velocity of the downstream plasma relative to the up-
stream frame; changing the sign convention for βrel, one would obtain the
same formula with µ1 and µ2 now both expressed in the downstream rest
frame. In equation (15), and for the following discussion, it is implicitly
assumed that the shock is unmodified by Fermi acceleration with a discon-
tinuous jump between the upstream and downstream regions.

Choosing the downstream reference frame, βrel ≃ 1 − 1/γ2
sh and the

pitch angle cosine of a particle crossing the front towards downstream has
−1 < µ1 < βsh; a particle coming back from downstream to upstream has
βsh < µ2 < 1.

Pelletier et al. (2017)



PIC simulations of relativistic shocks

• Spitkovsky (2008) - unmagnetized pair plasma - efficient DSA 
(p = 2.4) acceleration mediated by Weibel instability


• Sironi & Spitkovsky (2009) - magnetized pair plasma - efficient 
DSA or SDA acceleration (p = 2.3 - 2.8) for subluminal shocks


• Sironi & Spitkovsky (2011) - magnetized electron-ion plasma - 
efficient acceleration of ions (p = 2.1) for subluminal shocks, 
inefficient acceleration of electrons (p = 3.5)


• Sironi, Spitkovsky & Arons (2013) - weakly magnetized 
perpendicular shocks in electron-ion plasma - limits for 
maximum particle energy



PIC simulations of weakly magnetized 
relativistic perpendicular shocks

• maximum energy ~ t1/2


• saturation energy ~ σ-1/4


• magnetization limits the range of Weibel 
filaments

The Astrophysical Journal, 771:54 (22pp), 2013 July 1 Sironi, Spitkovsky, & Arons

Figure 6. Temporal evolution of the post-shock particle spectrum, from the 3D
simulation of a γ0 = 15 shock with σ = 10−3. We follow the evolution of the
shock from its birth (black curve) up to ωpit = 3000 (red curve). The dotted
red line is the particle spectrum at ωpit = 3000 from a 2D simulation with the
same pre-shock conditions. At late times, the particle spectrum reaches a steady
state, and the maximum Lorentz factor saturates, as shown in the subplot (solid
line for 3D, dotted for 2D).
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

times is driven by a decrease in the strength of the Weibel
turbulence, as a result of heating in the pre-shock medium (see
Bret et al. 2010a, for a discussion of temperature effects on the
growth of beam–plasma instabilities). The pre-shock heating
is induced by the so-called electromagnetic precursor wave,
a train of transverse electromagnetic waves propagating into
the upstream as a result of the synchrotron maser instability at
the shock front (Hoshino & Arons 1991; Hoshino 2008). The
electromagnetic precursor heats the incoming particles, thus
suppressing the Weibel instability and the particle acceleration

at late times. Since the strength of the precursor wave decreases
for smaller magnetizations (Gallant et al. 1992), for σ ! 10−3

the pre-heating induced by the electromagnetic precursor does
not appreciably affect the structure of the magnetic turbulence
and the process of particle acceleration. So, for σ ! 10−3 the
maximum Lorentz factor does not drop at late times.

The scaling of the Lorentz factor at saturation γsat with respect
to σ is studied in the right panel of Figure 7. In Figure 7(d),
we demonstrate that the magnetic energy profile ahead of the
shock is characterized by a longitudinal scale LB,sat ∝ σ−1/2,
as suggested in Equation (6). The curves in Figure 7(d) refer to
ωpit = 6525, when the shock has already reached a steady state,
and the maximum energy of the non-thermal tail has saturated
(see Figure 7(c)). Since the magnetic turbulence that governs the
acceleration process only extends across a region of longitudinal
thickness LB,sat ahead of the shock, the diffusion length of
the highest energy particles will be limited by the requirement
D/c ! LB,sat.11 The Fermi process cannot proceed to higher
energies, due to the lack of sufficient magnetic turbulence on
the relevant diffusive scales. More precisely, in Weibel-mediated
shocks the non-thermal particles need to be continuously grazing
the shock surface in order to be further accelerated, since
the wavelength of the Weibel modes is too small to sustain
large-angle scatterings (as described by Spitkovsky 2008b). If a
hypothetical particle were to penetrate into the upstream beyond
the longitudinal scale LB,sat of the Weibel turbulence, it would be
deflected by the ordered background field away from its grazing
trajectory into the downstream. In the absence of sufficient
downstream turbulence, it will leave the shock transition region,
preventing further acceleration. The requirement D/c ! LB,sat

11 In reality, the Fermi-accelerated particles will sample both the upstream and
the downstream turbulence, whereas LB,sat only pertains to the upstream side
of the shock. Since the decay length of the Weibel turbulence in the
downstream is still a matter of debate (Chang et al. 2008; Keshet et al. 2009),
here we take LB,sat as our best estimate for the overall thickness of the
turbulent region around the shock, including both upstream and downstream.

(a) (b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 7. Left panel: dependence of the post-shock particle spectrum on the upstream magnetization, from a set of 2D simulations of electron–positron shocks with
γ0 = 15. We vary the magnetization from σ = 0 (red curve) up to σ = 10−2 (black curve), showing that the Fermi process is suppressed with strong pre-shock fields.
This is confirmed by the post-shock spectrum of a 3D simulation with σ = 10−1 (dotted cyan line). In the inset, we follow the maximum particle Lorentz factor over
time, from the growth as γmax ∝ (ωpit)1/2 to the saturation at a constant γsat. Right panel: the particle spectrum for different magnetizations is shifted along the x-axis
by (σ/10−4)1/4 and along the y-axis by (10−4/σ )(p−1)/4 with p = 2.4, to show that the entire exponential cutoff scales with magnetization as ∝ σ−1/4. In inset (d),
we show that the magnetic energy profile ahead of the shock has a characteristic longitudinal scale LB,sat ∝ σ−1/2. In inset (e), we show that the Lorentz factor at
saturation γsat scales with the magnetization as γsat ∝ σ−1/4.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
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(a)

(c)

(e)

(g)

(i)

(b)

(d)

(f)

(h)

(j)

Figure 4. Structure of the flow at ωpit = 4500, from a set of 2D simulations of perpendicular electron–positron shocks with varying magnetization (from σ = 0 at the
top to σ = 10−2 at the bottom, as indicated on the left of the figure). The left column shows the 2D plot of the magnetic energy fraction ϵB = B2/8πγ0nimic

2, and
the right column shows the longitudinal phase space x − γiβi,x of positrons.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

shock is nearly insensitive to σ , and it equals λ ∼ 20 c/ωpi (left
column in Figure 4).

As it is apparent in the magnetic energy plots of Figure 4 (left
column), the Weibel modes appear in 2D as magnetic filaments
stretched in the direction of propagation of the shock. Their 3D
structure is shown in Figure 5, for a relativistic electron–positron
shock with magnetization σ = 0 (top panel) and σ = 10−3

(bottom panel). The background magnetic field B0 is oriented
here along the z direction, in the same way as for our 2D
simulations. The yz slice of the magnetic energy fraction in
Figure 5(c) shows that for σ = 10−3 the magnetic field ahead
of the shock is primarily organized in pancakes stretched in
the direction orthogonal to the background magnetic field (i.e.,
along y). This can be simply understood, considering that the
Weibel instability is seeded by the focusing of counterstreaming
particles into channels of charge and current. In the absence of
a background magnetic field, the currents tend to be organized
into cylindrical filaments, as demonstrated by Spitkovsky (2005)
and shown in the yz slice of the top panel in Figure 5. In the
presence of an ordered magnetic field along z, the particles
will preferentially move along the magnetic field (rather than
orthogonal), so that their currents will more likely be focused at
certain locations of constant z, into sheets elongated along the
xy plane. This explains the structure of the magnetic turbulence
ahead of the shock in the bottom panel of Figure 5, common to
all the cases of weakly magnetized shocks we have investigated
(i.e., 0 < σ ! 10−1).

3.2.2. Particle Spectrum and Acceleration

We now explore the acceleration performance of weakly
magnetized electron–positron shocks. In Figure 6, we follow
the evolution of the post-shock particle spectrum from the 3D
simulation of a shock with magnetization σ = 10−3. In Figure 7,
we compare the particle energy spectra at late times for different
magnetizations, covering the range 0 ! σ ! 10−1.

As compared to the results for unmagnetized shocks in
Figure 2, the evolution of the post-shock energy spectrum in
Figure 6 for a flow with σ = 10−3 shows that the non-thermal
tail initially grows to higher energies, but then it saturates (all
the curves for ωpit " 1500 overlap). The saturation of the high-
energy tail is a robust result, holding in 3D (solid lines) and in 2D
(dotted red line at ωpit = 3000), and it is clearly in contrast with
the steady increase of the high-energy spectral cutoff observed
for unmagnetized shocks in Figure 2. The inset in Figure 6
confirms that the maximum Lorentz factor initially increases as
γmax ∝ (ωpit)1/2 (solid line for 3D, dotted for 2D), similarly
to the case of unmagnetized shocks, but for ωpit " 1500 it
saturates at γsat ≃ 350.

We find that the scaling γmax ∝ (ωpit)1/2, followed by
saturation at a constant γsat, is a common by-product of the
evolution of all magnetized relativistic shocks. In Figure 7(a),
we show several post-shock spectra for different magnetizations,
after the non-thermal tail has reached the saturation stage.
We cover the range 10−4 ! σ ! 10−1, and for the sake of

6



PIC simulations of mildly relativistic shocks

• increasing transverse size and 
simulation length enable more 
physical details


• here, evolution of Weibel-
mediated shock into Bell-
mediated shock

5108 P. Crumley et al.

Table 1. Summary of simulations. See Section 2 for more information.

B0 inclination B0 orientation mi/me Ly c/ωpe
Number of

cells
Number of

cells

Quasi-para 10.13◦ In plane 64 16000 4
In plane 64 800 4
In plane 16 3500 8
In plane 160 4000 4

Out of plane 64 3220 4

Quasi-perp 55◦ In plane 64 1600 4
Out of plane 64 1600 4

Note: All simulations had γ 0 = 1.5, σ = 0.007, and βp = 1 (MA ≈
Ms ≈ 15).

carried by the respective particle downstream and dividing by the
average kinetic energy of an incoming ion. Or more explicitly:

εp,e =

! ∞
Einj

E′ dn′

dE′ dE′

! ∞
0 E′ dn′

dE′ dE′
×

mi,e(⟨ γ ′
i,e⟩ − 1)

mi(γ0 − 1)
. (5)

The transverse size of our fiducial run is 16 000 cells, equivalent
to 4000 electron skin depths or 500 ion skin depths for the
reduced mass ratio 64, significantly wider than previous PIC shock
simulations (e.g. Sironi & Spitkovsky 2009, 2011; Niemiec et al.
2012; Sironi et al. 2013; Park et al. 2015). For example, while
Bohdan et al. (2017) also studied electron acceleration in high Mach
number, mildly relativistic shocks, our simulations are ∼ 20 times
wider in terms of ion skin depths and were run three times longer in
terms of ion gyrofrequency (even when accounting for the different
rest frames). The sizes of our simulations are more comparable to
hybrid-MHD (kinetic ions-fluid electrons) simulations. We require
a large size to resolve the gyroradii of the non-thermal ions. We
summarize the simulations run in this work in Table 1.

3 ST RU C T U R E O F A B E L L - M E D I AT E D S H O C K

In this section, we discuss the structure of a quasi-parallel, electron–
ion, magnetized, mildly relativistic shock. With our large simula-
tions, we are able to capture the large-scale structure of magnetic
turbulence upstream. For the first time in a PIC simulation, we use a
large enough box to resolve the gyroradius of the highest energy ion
as the shock transitions between the early times – when the Weibel
instability mediates the shock – to late times – when Bell instability
is the dominant instability.

The evolution of density and Bz with time is shown in Fig. 2 for
a small slice of our simulation. The shock forms because of the
Weibel instability, which starts the Fermi process. Once they have
escaped upstream, particles are scattered back to the shock front
due to small angle scattering, accelerating protons and electrons
(Spitkovsky 2008b; Sironi & Spitkovsky 2011). Sufficiently high-
energy particles are not efficiently scattered by Weibel instability,
and are able to escape far upstream. There is a net positive current
J carried by non-thermal ions that non-resonantly grows transverse
B waves, and the shock transitions from being Weibel-mediated to
Bell-mediated.

The growth rate of the fastest growing wavelength of the Bell
instability depends only on the current carried by non-thermal ions
upstream, which are travelling at roughly the shock speed βs. In
the upstream frame, the growth time of the Bell waves and the
wavenumber of the fastest growing mode is given by equations (16)

Figure 2. The transition from a Weibel-mediated shock to Bell-mediated
shock. A small section of the simulation around the shock is followed with
time. Initially the upstream filaments are on the order of a few ion skin depths
with similar-sized magnetic perturbations. As the shock becomes Bell-
mediated, cavities are evacuated upstream and advected downstream. The
presence of non-thermal ions at the shock front increases the compression
ratio by ∼ 10 per cent to ∼ 4.6γ 2

0 , in good agreement with hybrid simulations
of quasi-parallel shocks (Caprioli & Spitkovsky 2014a). The magnetic field
amplification is significantly larger at the walls of the cavities, while the
centre of the cavities has a small magnetic field. The size of the cavities
grows with time. At ωpit = 4148, there are no cavities close to the shock
front in this section of the simulation (one is forming around x ∼ 475c/ωpi),
and the magnetic amplification is large enough such that the shock is locally
quasi-perpendicular with a small Alfvénic Mach number. Whistler waves
can be observed at the shock (see inset). Whistler waves may be an effective
preheating source for injection of electrons (Riquelme & Spitkovsky 2011).

and (17) of Reville, Kirk & Duffy (2006):

ωpitBell ≈ 2
ξcrβcr

;
kmaxc

ωpi
= 1

2
ξcr

vcr

vA
. (6)

ξ cr is the number fraction of non-thermal ions in the upstream, and
vcr, βcr are the drift velocity of the current carrying ions. Following
Caprioli & Spitkovsky (2014b), we measure the drift velocity of
the returning ions and find it is equal to the shock speed, βs ≈
0.83. We also measure the number density of returning ions and
find ξ cr ≈ 0.029. For our MA ∼ 15 shock, we estimate the fastest
growing mode to have a wave number of ∼ 0.22ωpi/c, which is in
good agreement with the peak of the Fourier power spectrum plotted
in Fig. 3. The growth time of the fastest growing mode is ∼ 80/ωpi.
Transverse waves start to appear around ωpit ∼ 560, and the shock
completely transitions to being Bell-mediated around ωpit ∼ 1500 or
∼ 20 times the growth time of the Bell instability. The Bell modes
are visible as a striped Bz and By pattern upstream, transverse to
the shock normal (see Fig. 2). We measured the polarity of the
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non-relativistic weakly magnetized electron-ion shocks

• electron injection problem in 
quasi-perpendicular shocks with 
high Alfven Mach number 
(MA ~ 30)


• co-existence of Weibel (ion-scale) 
and Buneman (electron-scale) 
modes in 3D


• pre-acceleration of electrons by 
both shock surfing (SSA) and 
shock drift (SDA)


• in 2D, SSA is more efficient for 
out-of-plane fields (Bohdan et al. 
2017, 2019), SDA is more efficient 
for in-plane fields

2

supersonic (super Alfvénic) speed V0 in the −x-direction
and specularly reflected at the other side of the simula-
tion boundary (x = 0). The shock front propagates in the
+x-direction in the present shock-downstream frame. We
adopted the simulation parameters of the ion-to-electron
mass ratio ofM/m = 64 and the upstream plasma β = 1,
which is equally shared by ions and electrons (βi = βe =
0.5). The upstream magnetic field has the x- and z-
components B0 = (B0x, 0, B0z), such that the shock an-
gle becomes tan−1(B0z/B0x) = ΘBn

= 74.3◦ and the up-
stream motional electric field has only the y-component
as E0y = −V0B0z/c with c being the speed of light. The
resulting sonic (Alfvén) Mach number reachedMs ∼ 22.8
(MA ∼ 20.8) with a non-relativistic upstream velocity of
Vup/c ∼ 0.26 measured in the shock-rest frame. Thus,
the generated shockwave falls into the sub-luminal shock
where tan−1(c/Vup) > ΘBn

. The electron inertia length
c/ωpe is resolved with 20 computational cells, and one
numerical time step resolves 0.025ω−1

pe , where ωpe is the
electron plasma frequency in the upstream region. The
simulation domain size in the x-direction (Lx) expands
as the shockwave propagates, while the shock front spans
4.8 times the ion inertia length (λi) wide in the y- and z-
directions. We discuss space and time in units of the ion
inertia length and inverse the ion gyro frequency (Ω−1

gi )
in the upstream region, and particles’ momentum and
energy in the shock-rest frame. 20 particles per cell per
species were used in the upstream region. In total, one
trillion particle motions were followed in the simulation
domain with 8800× 768× 768 computational cells in the
latest time development. Such computationally demand-
ing simulations were made possible by using 9216 nodes
(73,728 processor cores) and 100 TB of physical memory
on the Japanese K computer.

Fig. 1 shows a 3D shock structure in a fully developed
stage after initiation. Electron-scale coherent structures
were found to persist during the simulation run, as can
be seen from the stripes of electron density at the leading
edge of the shock (8 < x < 10) in Fig. 1(a). The shock
transition (foot) region (0 < x < 6) was dominated by
the ion-Weibel instability because of an interaction be-
tween the upstream and reflected ions, resulting in rib
structures (Fig. 1(a)) and strong magnetic turbulence
(Fig. 1(b)). The y-component of the magnetic field is a
component newly generated by the instability and is fur-
ther amplified up to 20 times the upstream value by the
shock compression, as are the other x- and z-components.

To understand how electrons are accelerated by inter-
acting with such coherent and turbulent structures, we
selected about 107 tracer particles self-consistently solved
in the PIC simulations. They initially shared the same x
coordinates within a cell width in the upstream region at
time T = 6.8 in the fully developed stage. The particle’s
motion was recorded every 5 ω−1

pe until the majority were
transmitted downstream at T = 8.8. The time histories
of position, energy, and momentum of the most energetic
electron in the final time of tracking are presented in Fig.
2.

FIG. 1. The 3D structure around the shock front (x = 0)
obtained at time T = 7.62 from the initiation of the experi-
ment. The structures of (a) the electron density and (b) the
y-component of the magnetic field are visualized by a vol-
ume rendering technique with cross-sectional profiles in the
x-y (z = 0) and x-z (y = Ly) planes. The quantities and
the spatial scale were normalized to the upstream values and
upstream ion inertia length, respectively. Videos of time evo-
lution corresponding to (a) and (b) are provided as Supple-
mental Material.

At the leading edge, electron-scale, coherent electro-
static waves are excited with amplitudes of |E| > B0

(Fig. 2(a)), as is also seen in the electron density pro-
file. The Buneman instability is driven unstable because
of the interaction between the upstream electrons and
the reflected ions in this region to produce the large-
amplitude waves. The wave front is oblique to the x-axis
in the x-y plane, reflecting the gyrating motion of the
reflected ion. There is no characteristic structure in the
z-direction, indicating that the most unstable mode lies
in the two-dimensional (2D) plane. The selected electron
orbit in Fig. 2(a) showed an abrupt change in motion
when it entered this Buneman-destabilized region. The
particle was then accelerated in the direction opposite
to the motional electric field in the y-direction while be-
ing trapped by the electrostatic wave front. This pic-
ture is essentially the same as the electron SSA in 2D as
previously reported [28–30], which is surprising because

Matsumoto et al. (2017)



magnetic reconnection in Weibel filaments

• ion-Weibel filaments 
form current layers 
separating regions of 
reversed magnetic field 
lines


• plasmoid instability 
triggers localized 
magnetic reconnection 
that energizes electrons 
and ions

SCIENCE sciencemag.org 27 FEBRUARY 2015 • VOL 347 ISSUE 6225 975

Fig. 1. Supercomputer simulations of a strong
collisionless shock revealing spontaneous turbu-
lent reconnection. (A) Electron number density
profile with magnetic field lines in the x-y plane (solid
line) around the shock front. The z component of the
vector potential was used to represent the in-plane
magnetic field components. Each axis was normal-
ized to the upstream ion inertia length li, and the
number density was normalized to the upstream
value and color-coded on a logarithmic scale. This
snapshot was taken at time T = 1125 Wge

−1, where
Wge is the electron gyro frequency in the upstream
region. (B) Enlarged view of the region at 42.0 ≤ x ≤
43.7 and 4.5 ≤ y ≤ 5.5.
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x Fig. 2. Mechanism of current sheet formation.
(A) Ion phase space (x – vx) density around the
shock front in the shock-rest frame along y =
3.4. The number of particles in each bin is color-

coded using a logarithmic scale. The population departing from the shock
front (x ∼ 42) toward the upstream region (vx > 0) is the reflected ions. (B)
Ion phase space density for vz, using the same format as in (A). There also
exists a large dispersion in the velocity space, owing to the gyrating
reflected ions. (C) Illustration of the current sheet formation mechanism
via the ion beam Weibel instability. The Bx and Bz components of the
magnetic field were generated and saturated at amplitudes much larger
than the upstream field strength (By0). Folded field lines in the shock
transition region are depicted with gray lines, and the field strength in the
x-y plane is color-coded in arbitrary units.
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particle acceleration in 
collisionless plasmas

1. shock waves


2. magnetic reconnection 

3. turbulence
4 Hakobyan et al.
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Figure 2. Reconnection in two-dimensional box with injection from top and bottom and outflowing boundaries on the left and
right. The upstream magnetic field is in the plane of the picture. The color represents the plasma density normalized to the
upstream value, n0. � = v/c is the typical inflow or outflow velocity. The image is taken from an actual simulation.

hereafter, we use subscript “0” for upstream values):

2�T
B2

0

8⇡
�2
rad = e�recB0, (2)

where �rec ⇡ 0.1 is the steady-state reconnection rate,
and �T is the Thomson cross section.

The radiation from a single plasma particle is de-
scribed by the synchrotron spectrum, peaking at fre-
quency !syn ⇡ eB0�2/mec. An important benchmark
energy for pair production is the electron (positron)
rest-mass energy, mec2, which determines the minimum
center-of-momentum energies for two photons to pair
produce. We are, thus, interested to know which plasma
particles radiate photons with characteristic energies
close to mec2. This sets another dimensionless parame-
ter – the Lorentz-factor of these particles, �c, determined
by

~eB0�2
c

mec
= mec

2. (3)

Combined together, the cold magnetization parame-
ter of the upstream, �c, radiation-reaction limit, �rad,
and the pair threshold parameter, �c, give the full de-
scription of the synchrotron-cooled reconnection prob-
lem. We can rewrite the definitions as

�2
rad ⌘

3�rec

2

Bcl

B0
, �2

c ⌘
↵Bcl

B0
=

BS

B0
, (4)

where ↵ is the fine-structure constant, 1/137, Bcl =
m2c4/e3 is the classical magnetic field, and BS =
m2

ec
3/e~ is the Schwinger field.

For a typical pulsar with the magnetic field at the light
cylinder B0 = BLC ⇠ 105 G, we find

�rad ⇡ 105
✓

B0

105 G

◆�1/2

, �c ⇡ 2 · 104
✓

B0

105 G

◆�1/2

.

(5)
For the Crab, with BLC ⇠ 4 ⇥ 106 G, these values are
�rad ⇡ 104 and �c ⇡ 3 ⇥ 103 (Uzdensky & Spitkovsky

2014), and the typical magnetization near the light
cylinder is 104-105. We, thus, have a hierarchy of en-
ergy scales with �c ⌧ �rad . �c, which we will use in
our simulations.

2.3. Two-photon pair production

Two photons can interact through the Breit-Wheeler
process to form an electron-positron pair, �� ! e�e+

(Breit & Wheeler 1934). This can happen if the center-
of-momentum energy of photons is greater than the rest-
mass energy of the electron-positron pair

s ⌘
1

2

"1"2
(mec2)2

(1 � cos �) > 1, (6)

where "1 and "2 are the lab frame photon energies, and
� is the angle between their momenta. The cross section
for this interaction behaves as

p
s � 1 near s & 1, peaks

around s ⇡ 2 and drops down as 1/s for s � 1. In
Figure 3 we show the magnitude of this cross section
plotted vs the relative angle of two interacting photons,
�, and the product of their energies measured in mec2.
White shaded region corresponds to values of s where
pair production is not possible.

Figure 3 demonstrates two important facts: the high
energy photons (" � mec2) pair produce preferentially
with the lower energy ones (" ⌧ mec2), while the ones
with intermediate energies (" ⇡ mec2) pair produce with
each other. Also, the small angle interactions with � ⇡ 0
are suppressed, while the head-on collisions, � ⇡ ⇡, are
more preferred.

We will consider a system to be optically thin to two-
photon pair production, ⌧�� ⌧ 1, if at all energies only
a small fraction of photons is converted to pairs. This
means that most of the photons stream freely out of
the system without any interactions. Note also, that
this condition is hardest to satisfy for the highest energy
photons, since they typically have a high pair production

Hakobyan, Philippov & Spitkovsky (2018)



particle acceleration in relativistic 
magnetic reconnection

• power-law spectra: 
- hardening with increasing magnetization σ 
- p = 1; γmax limited by σ (Guo+14; Werner+16) 
- p = 2; γmax unlimited (Petropoulou+Sironi18)


• acceleration sites: 
- magnetic X-points (Zenitani+Hoshino01) 
- plasmoids (Drake+06) 
- plasmoid mergers (KN+15)


• nature of electric fields: 
- non-ideal 
- ideal (Guo+19)


• configuration: 
- Harris layer 
- collapsing X-point / “ABC” fields (KN+16,18; Lyutikov+17) 
- merging flux tubes



particle acceleration in pair-plasma reconnection

c1g is typically much larger than c2g (hence irrelevant and
highly uncertain), while for large L, c2g is larger and uncertain.

Each spectrum is fit to Equation (1) over an interval
,f f1 2[ ]g g , chosen as large as possible while maintaining a good

fit. Because spectra depart from a power law at lowest energies,
and because of increased noise at highest energies, larger fitting
intervals yield unacceptably poor fits. Noise is reduced (and fit
improved) by averaging over short time intervals and, if
available, over multiple simulations (identical except for
randomized initial particle velocities). Because the choices of
acceptable fit quality and the durations of averaging intervals
are somewhat subjective, we perform many fits using different
choices, and finally report the median values with “error” bars
encompassing the middle 68% of the fits (i.e., ±1 standard
deviation if the data were Gaussian-distributed); small error
bars thus demonstrate insensitivity to the fitting process. Very
uncertain and large (hence irrelevant) cutoff values are
discarded.

By applying this fitting procedure to the background particle
spectrum for each different value of L,( )s , we mapped out α,

c1g , and c2g as functions of σ and L, up to sufficiently large L to
estimate the asymptotic values Llim ,L( ) ( )*a s a s= ¥
(Figure 2). We find that ( )*a s starts above 2 for modestσ,
and decreases to 1.2( )*a s » in the ultra-relativistic limit of

1s � (Figure 3), a result that is broadly consistent with
previous studies (Zenitani & Hoshino 2001; Jaroschek et al.
2004; Lyubarsky & Liverts 2008; Guo et al. 2014; Melzani
et al. 2014; Sironi & Spitkovsky 2014); while our measurement
is closer to 1.2 than 1, the uncertainty is too large to rule out

1*a , predicted by some (Larrabee et al. 2003; Guo
et al. 2014).

In contrast to the power-law index α, the energy extent of the
power law has received relatively little attention in relativistic
reconnection literature (Larrabee et al. 2003; Lyubarsky &
Liverts 2008). We find that the high-energy cutoffs scale as

4c1g s~ (independent of L) and L0.1c2 0g r~ (independent
of σ) (Figures 4 and 5). Thus L 400sr � implies c c2 1g g� ,
and a super-exponential cuts off the power-law at an energy
determined by the system size. Larger system sizes
L 400sr � have c c1 2g g� , and so c1g determines where the
power law ends, independent of L.

4. DISCUSSION

The scaling of the high-energy cutoffs can be explained in
terms of the distance a particle could travel within the
reconnection field E Bz r 0b~ (where 0.1rb ~ is the reconnec-
tion rate). By calculating analytic trajectories in fields
around a single X-point, (Larrabee et al. 2003) concluded
that f exp1

0( ) ( )g g gµ - G- with e B ℓ12 r x0
2

0bG =
m c eE ℓe z x

2 ~ m c ℓ0.1e x
2

0r~ , with ℓx being the size of the
reconnection region in x,8 a result that was supported by 2D
PIC simulation in Lyubarsky & Liverts (2008).
In general, small systems reconnect mainly with one X-point,

so ℓ Lx ~ and L0.10 0rG ~ , which equals our c2g . (The
observed super-exponential form presumably results from the
simulationʼs boundary conditions.)
In large systems, however, the tearing instability breaks up

current layers with full-length greater than ℓ 100tear d̄~ , where
d̄ is the layer half-thickness (Loureiro et al. 2005; Ji &
Daughton 2011), resulting in a hierarchy of layers ending with
elementary layers, which are marginally stable against tearing
(Shibata & Tanuma 2001; Loureiro et al. 2007; Uzdensky et al.
2010). The half-thickness of elementary (single X-point,
laminar) layers should be about the average Larmor radius

e 0
¯ ¯d r gr~ = (Kirk & Skjæraasen 2003). Although Larrabee
et al. (2003) considered single X-point reconnection, we
propose that their formula for 0G can also be used in the
context of plasmoid-dominated reconnection in large systems if
applied to elementary layers (instead of the entire global layer):
ℓ ℓ 100 30x tear 0 0ḡr sr~ ~ ~ (instead of ℓ Lx ~ ). Then,

ℓ0.1 30 tear 0r sG ~ ~ , which is essentially our c1g (and
consistent with the measurement of 350G = for 9s = in
Lyubarsky & Liverts 2008).
This explanation of high-energy-cutoff scaling in terms of

elementary layer lengths may be robust despite the potentially
important roles played by other acceleration mechanisms
(Hoshino & Lyubarsky 2012). For example, significant
additional acceleration may occur within contracting plasmoids
(Drake et al. 2006; Dahlin et al. 2014; Guo et al. 2014, 2015)
or—especially for the highest-energy particles—in the

Figure 2. Measured power-law indices α vs. L, with extrapolations ( *a ) to
L ¥ (cf. Figure 3).

Figure 3. Power-law index *a vs. upstream magnetization σ.

8 The x-extent of the reconnection region is the relevant length here because
the calculation considered motion in the xz-plane subject to fields uniform in z,
so escape (hence cessation of acceleration) was possible only through motion
in x.
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(anti-)reconnection electric field of secondary plasmoid mer-
gers (Oka et al. 2010; Sironi & Spitkovsky 2014; K. Nalewajko
et al. 2015, in preparation).

It is interesting to compare our high-energy cutoffs to the
upper bound imposed on a power-law distribution by a finite
energy budget. When 1 2a< < , most of the kinetic energy
resides in high-energy particles, so the available energy per
particle 0.3ḡ s~ limits the extent of the power law. If
f ( )g g~ a- extends from ming to max ming g� , then

1 2 min
1

max
2¯ [( ) ( )]g a a g g» - - a a- - (Sironi & Spitkovsky

2014). For 1a » , maxg can extend well beyond ḡ , but
max ¯g g depends weakly on system parameters, consistent with
our finding c1 ¯g g s~ ~ . E.g., for 1.2a = ,

10max
3

min
1 4¯ ( ¯ )g g g g» . However, when 2a > (e.g., for

low σ), the energy budget imposes no upper bound, since
d

min
ò gg g
g

a¥ - is finite. Nevertheless, for 3s = where 2*a > ,

we observe 4c1g s~ , the same as for smaller *a .
The exponential cutoff at energies above 4 10c1 ¯g s g~ ~

has important astrophysical implications for particle accelera-
tion in systems such as pulsar magnetospheres, winds, PWN,
and relativistic jets in GRBs and AGNs. Our results (insofar as
they are ultra-relativistic) can be generalized to relativistically
hot upstream plasmas by scaling all the energies by bḡ , the
average Lorentz factor of background particles. The “hot”
magnetization B nw4hot

0
2 ( )( )s pº therefore parameterizes

similar simulations, since the relativistic specific enthalpy w
also scales with bḡ (i.e., w m c p nb e b b

2ḡ= + , where pb is the
background plasma pressure; for 1bḡ � , w m c4 3 b e

2( )ḡ» ).9

For example, our reconnection-based model (Uzdensky et al.
2011; Cerutti et al. 2012a, 2013, 2014a, 2014b) for high-energy
γ-ray flares in the Crab PWN(Abdo et al. 2011; Tavani et al.
2011) relies upon acceleration of a significant number of
particles from 3 10b

6ḡ ~ ´ to 1092g . If, to achieve this, we
need 10c1

9g > , then direct extrapolation of the results from this
letter would require w m c1 4 60;c e

hot
1

2( ) ( )( ) 2s g » this
should be comparable (via scaling equivalence) to simulations
presented in this work with 60s ~ (corresponding to a power-

law index 1.3*a ~ ). This required hot( )s is significantly higher
than what is expected in the Crab Nebula. However, here we
analyzed the entire spectrum of background particles, while
(Cerutti et al. 2012b) suggested that bright flares observed in
the Crab Nebula result from preferential focusing of the
highest-energy particles into tight beams with energy spectra
that differ from the entire spectrum. We also note that our
present simulations are initialized with a Maxwellian plasma,
whereas the ambient plasma filling the Crab Nebula has a
power-law distribution, which may result in a higher high-
energy cutoff.

5. CONCLUSION

We ran a series of collisionless relativistic pair-plasma
magnetic reconnection simulations with no guide field, cover-
ing a wide range of system sizes L and upstream magnetiza-
tions 3.s . We observed acceleration of the background
plasma particles to a nonthermal energy distribution
f L,( ) ( )g g~ a s- with a high-energy cutoff. The cutoff energy
is proportional to the maximum length of elementary, single
X-point layers, which is limited by L in small systems, and by
the secondary tearing instability in large systems. For small
systems (L 40 0sr� ) we observe f exp c

2
2

2( ) ( )g g g g~ -a-

with L0.1c2 0g r~ , and for large systems,
f exp c1( ) ( )g g g g~ -a- with 4c1g s~ . As L becomes large,
the power-law index L,( )a s asymptotically approaches ( )*a s ,
which in turn decreases to 1.2» as s ¥. This characteriza-
tion of power-law slope and high-energy cutoffs can be used to
link ambient plasma conditions (i.e., σ) with observed radiation
from high-energy particles, to investigate the role that
reconnection plays in high-energy particle acceleration in the
universe.
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and DE-SC0008655, NASA grant NNX12AP17G, and NSF
grant AST-1411879. Numerical simulations were made
possible by the Extreme Science and Engineering Discovery
Environment (XSEDE), which is supported by National
Science Foundation (NSF) grant number ACI-1053575—and
in particular by the NSF under Grant numbers 0171134,
0933959, 1041709, and 1041710 and the University of
Tennessee through the use of the Kraken computing resource

Figure 4. Exponential cutoff c1g scales linearly with magnetization σ. Figure 5. Super-exponential cutoff c2g scales linearly with system size L.

9 Because the finite grid instability heats the background plasma until its
Debye length is resolved (Birdsall & Maron 1980), the resolution prevents us
from obtaining values of hot( )s above a few hundred. For our simulations with

1001s , ;hot( )s s» however, for 3002s , the numerical heating reduces the
value of hot( )s .
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Werner, Uzdensky, Cerutti, KN & 
Begelman (ApJL 2016)

see also Sironi & Spitkovsky (2014) 
Guo et al. (2014, 2015)

• reconnection produces power-law distributions that 
are hardening with increasing sigma  
N(γ) ~ γ-p, p -> 1 for σ >> 1 

• high-energy cut-off is exponential with γmax ~ σ

We find that for large systems (L 400sr � ), the energy
spectrum of accelerated particles (hence c1g ) is essentially
independent ofL. Importantly (as we discuss later), Lc is
approximately the length at which a current layer, with
thickness equal to the average Larmor radius e 0¯r gr= ,
becomes tearing-unstable and breaks up into multiple plas-
moids and secondary current sheets. (Here, m ce

2ḡ is the
average dissipated energy per background particle,

B n m c8 2;b e0
2 2¯ ( ) ( )g k p ks=� in our simulations

0.6k � , so 0.3ḡ s� .) Therefore, we propose that (at least
in 2D with an initially cold background plasma) reconnection
in the plasmoid-dominated regime yields a high-energy particle
spectrum that is predominantly independent of system size
L Lc� . Consequently, nonthermal particle acceleration in
huge, astrophysically relevant systems may be studied via
merely large simulations, i.e., with L Lc2 .

2. SIMULATIONS

This study focuses on reconnection in 2D without guide field
(B 0z = ). Although some important differences in the recon-
nection dynamics emerge between 2D and 3D, such as the
development of the drift-kink instability (Zenitani & Hoshino
2008), the dimensionality is not believed to affect the particle
energy spectra at late stages (W. Daughton 2014, private
communication; J. F. Drake 2014, private communication; Guo
et al. 2014; Sironi & Spitkovsky 2014). Working in 2D (much
less costly than 3D) enabled investigation of large system sizes.

We simulate systems of size L L Lx y= = with periodic
boundary conditions and two antiparallel reconnection layers.
The two layers begin as relativistic Harris current sheets (Kirk
& Skjæraasen 2003) with upstream magnetic field B Bx 0= and
a peak drifting plasma simulation-frame-density nd (at the layer
centers) that is 10 times the uniform background densitynb. A
small (1%) initial magnetic-flux perturbation facilitates recon-
nection onset. Electrons and positrons in each Harris layer drift
(in opposite directions) with average velocity c c0.6db = , and
initial Maxwell–Jüttner temperature k T m c 16;d B d e

2q sº =
the initial layer half-thickness is 8 3 6d 0 0( )d q r sr= = . The
background plasma is initially at rest, with temperature ;bq s�

however, due to the finite grid instability (Birdsall &
Maron 1980), the background plasma is expected to heat until
its Debye length is resolved, which occurs at a temperature of
order 512Dq s~ for x 320srD = .
The simulations begin with N 128p = (macro)particles per

grid cell with cell sizes x y 2 32 0.2d 0 0q r sr dD = D = = »
(except for 3s = , where the mildly relativistic particles
allowed x d 0q rD = without sacrificing accuracy). The total
energy is conserved within 1% during each simulation.
Convergence tests with respect to xD and Np indicate that
our simulations are well resolved and, in particular, that the
high-energy parts of the particle distributions are robust.
The Vorpal code (Nieter & Cary 2004), employed for this

study, uses an explicit electromagnetic PIC time advance, with
Yee electromagnetics and a relativistic Boris particle push.
To determine the power-law index α and the energy cutoffs

c1g and c2g as functions of the upstream magnetization σ and the
system sizeL, we ran simulations with σ = 3, 10, 30, 100, 300,
1000, and, for eachσ, a range of system sizes up to
L 1000sr = for 1000, 300s = , up to L 2000sr = for

100, 30, 10s = , and up to L 4000sr = forσ=3.

3. RESULTS

We focus on the energy distribution of background particles,
excluding the initially drifting particles, which contribute
negligibly to the overall distribution for large L. Evolution to
a nonthermal distribution proceeds rapidly (Figure 1); and the
shape of the high-energy spectrum, as characterized by α and

c1 2g , ceases to evolve well before all available flux has
reconnected, especially for large systems.
We find that the late-time high-energy spectrum is a power

law with a high-energy cutoff significantly above the average
particle energy, in agreement with Sironi & Spitkovsky (2014).
We further observe (Figure 1) that spectra for large systems
have exponential cutoffs, exp c1( )g g- , while small systems
have sharper cutoffs, which we empirically model with a super-
exponential exp c

2
2

2( )g g- . We therefore fit all spectra with the
universal form of Equation (1) to determine the power-law
index α and the cutoffs c1g , ;c2g for small systems, the best-fit

Figure 1. (Left) Time evolution of the particle energy spectrum for a run with σ=30 and L 2000sr = . Reconnection ceases at t 4300cw » , but the shape of the
high-energy spectrum is the same for t 2000c 2w cc d 0[ ( )w q rº ]. (Right) An exponential cutoff (short dashes) fits the energy spectra better for large-L simulations
(a), while a super-exponential cutoff (long dashes) fits better for small L (b). Brackets mark ,f f1 2[ ]g g , where the displayed fits were performed. Thin-dashed lines show
Maxwell–Jüttner distributions with equivalent total energies. Considering many fits (e.g., with different f1g , f 2g ), we determined for (a) 1.38, 1.49[ ]a Î ,

119, 157c1 [ ]g Î , c2g too large/uncertain to measure; for (b) 1.31, 1.48[ ]a Î , c1g too large/uncertain to measure, 39, 44c2 [ ]g Î .
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Fig. 1.— Evolution of 2D and 3D simulations with � = 100 and domain size Lx⇥Lz = 300di⇥194di (Ly = 300di for 3D); (a) Color-coded
current density from the 2D simulation at !pet = 175 and !pet = 375, respectively; (b) 2D cut of current density and a 3D isosurface of
the plasma density colored by the current density at !pet = 175 and !pet = 375, respectively.

the evolution of the particle energy as a function of time
(d) and energy as a function of the x position (e), re-
spectively. Each period corresponding to that in (a)-(c)
is labeled by the same color. The green curve represents
the energy gain in the parallel electric field integrated
from t = 0. Initially the particle is close to the central
layer and gains energy by the parallel electric field. It is
then strongly accelerated by perpendicular electric field
when the reconnection region breaks into multiple islands
and the electric field is mostly the motional electric field
E = �V⇥B/c generated by relativistic plasma outflows.
The figure also shows that the acceleration by E? resem-
bles a Fermi process by bouncing back and forth within
a magnetic island.

Figure 5 presents another view of the particle accel-
eration physics. It is similar to Figure 4, but the field
contours show the outflow speed to highlight the role of
Vx in the particle’s energization. This clearly illustrates a
relativistic first-order Fermi process by bouncing in out-
flow regions of the reconnection layer. Note the energy
gain from the parallel electric field for this sample par-
ticle is negligible since it entered the reconnection layer
longer after the development of multiple plasmoids.

In Figure 6, we present more analysis for the mecha-
nism of particle acceleration. Panel (a) shows the energy
as a function of the x-position of four accelerated parti-
cles. Similar to Figure 5, the electrons gain energy by
bouncing back and forth within the reconnection layer.

We have analyzed trajectories of a large number of par-
ticles and found the energy gain for each cycle is �" ⇠ ",
which demonstrates that the acceleration mechanism is a
first-order Fermi process (Drake et al. 2006, 2010; Kowal
et al. 2011). Panel (b) shows the maximum particle en-
ergy in the system as a function of time. This is plot-
ted using di↵erent count level from the 1-particle level
to the 1000-particle level. Also plotted is the estimated
maximum energy resulting from the reconnecting electric
field by assuming particles moving along the electric field
at the speed of light

R
|qErec|cdt. This shows that the

maximum possible energy occurs for a small number of
particles that continuously sample the reconnection elec-
tric field mec2�max =

R
|qErec|cdt. At late time, as the

particle gyroradius becomes large and comparable to the
system size, the maximum energy saturates. To show
the Fermi process more rigorously, we have tracked the
energy change for all the particles in the simulation and
the relative contributions arising from the parallel elec-
tric field (mec2�� =

R
qvkEkdt) and curvature drift ac-

celeration (mec2�� =
R

qvcurv ·E?dt) similar to (Dahlin
et al. 2014), where vcurv = �v2

k(b ⇥ (b · r)b)/⌦ce, vk is
the particle velocity parallel to the magnetic field, and
b = B/|B|. Panel (c) shows the averaged energy gain
and the contribution from parallel electric field and cur-
vature drift acceleration over an interval of 25!�1

pe as a
function of energy starting at !pet = 350. The energy
gain follows �" ⇠ ↵", confirming the first-order Fermi

2

Fig. 1.— Structure of the reconnection layer at !pt = 3000 (so, !ct ⇠ 104), from a 2D simulation of � = 10 reconnection. The box
extends along x over ⇠ 6550 c/!p (65536 cells), and along y over ⇠ 6000 c/!p (⇠ 60000 cells), but along y it will expand even more at
later times (we only show a subset of the domain along y). We present (a) particle density, in units of the density far from the sheet (with
overplotted magnetic field lines), (b) magnetic energy fraction ✏B = B2/8⇡mnc2 and (c) mean kinetic energy per particle.

tivistic reconnection in 2D and 3D. The reconnection
layer is set up in Harris equilibrium, with the mag-
netic field B = �B0 x̂ tanh(2⇡y/�) reversing at y = 0.
The field strength is parameterized by the magnetization
� = B2

0/4⇡mnc2 = (!c/!p)2, where !c = eB0/mc is the
Larmor frequency and !p =

p
4⇡ne2/m is the plasma

frequency for the electron-positron plasma outside the
layer. We focus on the regime � � 1 of relativistic re-
connection. The magnetic pressure outside the current
sheet is balanced by the particle pressure in the sheet,
by adding a component of hot plasma with overdensity
⌘ relative to the cold particles outside the layer (having
kBT/mc2 = 10�4). From pressure equilibrium, the tem-
perature inside the sheet is kBTh/mc2 = �/2⌘. We typi-
cally employ ⌘ = 3 and � = 20 c/!p (c/!p is the plasma
skin depth), but we have tested that our results at late
times do not depend on the initialization of the current
sheet (Sironi 2014, in preparation; hearafter S14).
In 2D, the computational domain is periodic in the x

direction (in 3D, in x and z), but we have extensively
tested that the results reported in this work are not ar-
tificially a↵ected by our periodic boundaries (which is
often an issue for smaller simulations, S14). Along the y
direction, we employ two moving injectors (receding from
y = 0 at the speed of light along ±ŷ) and an expanding
simulation box (S14). The two injectors constantly in-
troduce fresh magnetized plasma into the simulation do-

main. This permits us to evolve the system as far as the
computational resources allow, retaining all the regions
that are in causal contact with the initial setup. Such
choice has clear advantages over the fully-periodic setup
that is commonly employed, where the limited amount
of particles and magnetic energy will necessarily inhibit
the evolution of the system to long times.
For our reference case � = 10, we resolve the plasma

skin depth with c/!p = 10 cells in 2D and 5 cells in 3D,
and for higher magnetizations we scale up the resolution
by

p
�/10, so that the Larmor gyration period 2⇡/!c =

2⇡/
p
� !p is resolved with at least a few timesteps. We

typically employ four particles per cell in 2D and one
per cell in 3D (on average, including both species), but
we have extensively tested that the physics at late times
is the same when using up to 64 (in 2D) or 8 (in 3D)
particles per cell (S14).
Magnetic reconnection starts from numerical noise (un-

like most other studies, we do not artificially perturb the
magnetic flux function to trigger reconnection). As a
result of the tearing instability, the reconnection layer
breaks into a series of magnetic islands, separated by
X-points. Over time, the islands coalesce and grow to
larger scales (Daughton & Karimabadi 2007, for similar
conclusions in non-relativistic reconnection). The struc-
ture of the reconnection region at late times is presented
in Fig. 1, from our large-scale 2D simulation in a � = 10

Formation of Hard Power Laws in the Energetic Particle Spectra Resulting
from Relativistic Magnetic Reconnection
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Using fully kinetic simulations, we demonstrate that magnetic reconnection in relativistic plasmas is
highly efficient at accelerating particles through a first-order Fermi process resulting from the curvature
drift of particles in the direction of the electric field induced by the relativistic flows. This mechanism gives
rise to the formation of hard power-law spectra in parameter regimes where the energy density in the
reconnecting field exceeds the rest mass energy density σ ≡B2=ð4πnmec2Þ > 1 and when the system size
is sufficiently large. In the limit σ ≫ 1, the spectral index approaches p ¼ 1 and most of the available
energy is converted into nonthermal particles. A simple analytic model is proposed which explains these
key features and predicts a general condition under which hard power-law spectra will be generated from
magnetic reconnection.
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Introduction.—Magnetic reconnection is a fundamental
plasma process that allows rapid changes of magnetic field
topology and the conversion of magnetic energy into
plasma kinetic energy. It has been discussed extensively
in solar flares, Earth’s magnetosphere, and laboratory
applications. However, magnetic reconnection remains
poorly understood in high-energy astrophysical systems
[1]. Magnetic reconnection has been suggested as a
mechanism for producing high-energy emissions from
pulsar wind nebula, gamma-ray bursts, and jets from active
galactic nuclei [2–6]. In those systems, it is often expected
that the magnetization parameter σ ≡ B2=ð4πnmc2Þ
exceeds unity. Most previous kinetic studies focused on the
nonrelativistic regime σ < 1 and reported several acceler-
ation mechanisms, such as acceleration at X -line regions
[7–9] and Fermi-type acceleration within magnetic islands
[8–11]. More recently, the regime σ ¼ 1–100 has been
explored using pressure-balanced current sheets, and strong
particle acceleration has been found in both diffusion
regions [12–15] and island regions [16,17]. However, this
initial condition requires a hot plasma component inside the
current sheet to maintain force balance, which may not be
justified for high-σ plasmas.
For magnetically dominated systems, it has been shown

[18,19] that the gradual evolution of the magnetic field can
lead to formation of intense nearly force-free current layers
where magnetic reconnection may be triggered. In this
Letter, we perform large-scale two-dimensional (2D) and
three-dimensional (3D) full particle-in-cell (PIC) simula-
tions of a relativistic force-free current sheet with σ up to
1600. In the high-σ regime, the release of magnetic energy
is accompanied by the energization of nonthermal particles
on the same fast time scale as the reconnection process.
Much of the magnetic energy is converted into the kinetic
energy of nonthermal relativistic particles and the eventual

energy spectra show a power law fðγÞ ∝γ−p over nearly
two decades, with the spectral index p decreasing with σ
and system size and approaching p ¼ 1. The dominant
acceleration mechanism is a first-order Fermi process
through the curvature drift motion of particles along the
electric field induced by relativistic reconnection outflows.
The formation of the power-law distribution can be
described by a simple model that includes both inflow
and the Fermi acceleration. This model also appears to
explain recent PIC simulations [15], which reported hard
power-law distributions after subtracting the initial hot
plasma population inside the current layer.
Numerical simulations.—The initial condition is a force-

free current layer with B ¼ B0tanhðz=λÞx̂þB0sechðz=λÞŷ,
which corresponds to a magnetic field with magnitude B0

rotating by 180° across the layer with a thickness of 2λ. The
plasma consists of electron-positron pairs with mass ratio
mi=me ¼ 1. The initial distributions are Maxwellian, with a
uniform density n0 and temperature (Ti ¼ Te ¼ 0.36mec2).
Particles in the sheet have a net drift Ui ¼ −Ue to give a
current density J ¼ en0ðUi −UeÞ consistent with ∇ × B ¼
4πJ=c. The simulations are performed using the VPIC [20]
and NPIC codes [21,22], both of which solve the relativistic
Vlasov-Maxwell system of equations.
In the simulations, σ is adjusted by changing the ratio of

the electron gyrofrequency to plasma frequency σ ¼ B2=
ð4πnemec2Þ ¼ ðΩce=ωpeÞ2. A series of 2D simulations
were performed with σ ¼ 1 → 1600 and domain sizes
Lx × Lz ¼ 300di × 194di, 600di × 388di, and 1200di ×
776di, where di ¼ c=ωpe is the inertial length. For 3D
simulations, the largest case is Lx × Ly × Lz ¼
300di × 300di × 194di, with σ ¼ 100. For high-σ cases,
we choose grid sizes Δx ¼ Δy ¼ 1.46=

ffiffiffi
σ

p
di and Δz ¼

0.95=
ffiffiffi
σ

p
di so that the gyroradius ∼vthedi=ð

ffiffiffi
σ

p
cÞ is

resolved. The half thickness is λ ¼ 6di for σ ≤100, 12di
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Fig. 3.— Temporal evolution of particle energy spectrum, from a
2D simulation of � = 10 reconnection. The spectrum at late times
resembles a power-law with slope p = 2 (dotted red line), and it
clearly departs from a Maxwellian with mean energy (� + 1)mc2

(dashed red line, assuming complete field dissipation). In the inset,
dependence of the spectrum on the magnetization, as indicated in
the legend. The dotted lines refer to power-law slopes of �4, �3,
�2 and �1.5 (from black to green).

Fig. 4.— Temporal evolution of particle energy spectrum, from
a 3D simulation of � = 10 reconnection. The spectra from two 2D
simulations with in-plane (out-of-plane, respectively) anti-parallel
fields are shown with red dotted (dashed, respectively) lines. In
the inset, positron momentum spectrum along x (green), y (blue),
+z (red solid) and �z (red dashed), for 2D and 3D, as indicated.

nection region (more precisely, for |y| . 500 c/!p), from
a 2D simulation with � = 10.2 At the X-lines, more
than half of the initial magnetic energy is converted
into particle kinetic energy. Fig. 3 shows that a self-

2 In our spectra, we do not include the hot particles that were
initialized in the sheet to provide the pressure support against the
external magnetic field. With this choice, the late-time spectrum
is nearly independent from the current sheet initialization (S14).

consistent by-product of relativistic reconnection is the
generation of a broad non-thermal spectrum extending
to ultra-relativistic energies. For � = 10, the spec-
trum at � & 1.5 can be fitted with a power-law of slope
p ⌘ �d logN/d log � ⇠ 2 (dotted red line).3 The spec-
trum clearly departs from a Maxwellian with mean en-
ergy (�+1)mc2 (red dashed line, assuming complete field
dissipation). As shown in the inset of Fig. 3, the power-
law slope depends on the magnetization, being harder
for higher � (p ⇠ 1.5 for � = 50, compare solid and
dotted green lines). The slope is steeper for lower mag-
netizations (p ⇠ 4 for � = 1, solid and dotted black
lines), approaching the result from earlier studies of non-
relativistic reconnection, that found poor acceleration ef-
ficiencies (Drake et al. 2010).
As described below, the power-law shape of the energy

spectrum is established as the particles interact with the
X-points, where they get accelerated by the reconnec-
tion electric field. After being advected into the major
islands shown in Fig. 1a, the particles experience a vari-
ety of other acceleration processes (Drake et al. 2006; Oka
et al. 2010), yet the power-law index does not apprecia-
bly change. As described in S14, the anti-reconnection
electric field between two merging islands plays a ma-
jor role for the increase in the spectral cuto↵ shown in
Fig. 3. For magnetizations � & 10 that yield p . 2,
the increase in maximum energy is expected to termi-
nate, since the mean energy per particle cannot exceed
(� + 1)mc2.4 For a power-law of index 1 < p < 2 start-
ing from �min = 1, the maximum Lorentz factor should
saturate at �max ⇠ [(� + 1)(2� p)/(p� 1)]1/(2�p).
So far, we have shown that 2D simulations of rela-

tivistic reconnection produce hard populations of non-
thermal particles. The validity of our conclusions may
be questioned if the structure of X-points in 3D is sig-
nificantly di↵erent from 2D. In particular, the DK mode
is expected to result in heating, not in particle acceler-
ation (Zenitani & Hoshino 2007). In Fig. 4 we follow
the temporal evolution of the particle spectrum in a 3D
simulation with � = 10. We confirm the conclusions of
earlier studies (Zenitani & Hoshino 2008; Cerutti et al.
2013b), that the spectrum at early times is quasi-thermal
(black to cyan lines in Fig. 4), and it resembles the distri-
bution resulting from the DK mode (the red dashed line
shows the spectrum from a 2D simulation with out-of-
plane anti-parallel fields, to isolate the contribution of the
DK mode). As shown in §2, the DK mode is the fastest
to grow, but the sheet evolution at late times is con-
trolled by the tearing instability, in analogy to 2D simu-
lations with in-plane fields. The X-points formed by the
tearing mode can e�ciently accelerate non-thermal par-
ticles, and the spectrum at late times (cyan to red lines
in Fig. 4) presents a pronounced high-energy power-law.
The power-law slope is p ⇠ 2.3, close to the p ⇠ 2 index of
2D simulations with in-plane fields. With respect to the
2D spectrum (dotted red line in Fig. 4), the normaliza-
tion and the upper energy cuto↵ of the 3D spectrum are
smaller, due to the lower reconnection rate (vrec ' 0.02 c

3 The peak at � . 1.5 contains the cold particles that are drifting
towards the sheet at the reconnection speed vrec ' 0.08 c.

4 For � . 10 (so, p & 2), the increase in maximum energy does
not stop, but it slows down at late times. As the islands grow
bigger they become slower, so the anti-reconnection electric field
during mergers gets weaker.

contribution from parallel electric field and curvature drift
acceleration over an interval of 25ω−1

pe as a function of
energy starting at ωpet ¼ 350. The energy gain follows
Δγ ∼ αγ, confirming the first-order Fermi process identi-
fied from particle trajectories. The energy gain from the
parallel motion is weakly dependent on energy, whereas the
energy gain from the curvature drift acceleration is roughly
proportional to energy. In the early phase, the parallel
electric field is strong but accelerates only a small portion
of particles, and the curvature drift dominates the accel-
eration starting at about ωpet ¼ 250. The contribution from
the gradient drift was also evaluated and found to be
unimportant. Panel (c) shows α ¼ hΔγi=ðγΔtÞ measured
directly from the energy gain of the particles in the
perpendicular electric field (mec2Δγ ¼

R
qv⊥ · E⊥dt)

and estimated from the expression for the curvature drift
acceleration. The close agreement demonstrates that cur-
vature drift term dominates the particle energization. For
higher σ and larger domains, the acceleration is stronger
and reconnection is sustained over a longer duration.
In panel (d), a summary for the observed spectral index
of all of the 2D runs shows that the spectrum is harder for
higher σ and larger domain sizes, and it approaches the
limit p ¼ 1.
New Model.—It is often argued that some loss mecha-

nism is needed to form a power-law distribution [12,30].
However, the simulation results reported here illustrate
clear power-law distributions in a closed system. Here we
demonstrate that these results can be understood in terms of
a model illustrated in Fig. 3(a). As reconnection proceeds,
the ambient plasma is injected into the acceleration region
at a speed V in ¼ cErec ×B=B 2. We consider the continuity

equation for the energy distribution function fðε; tÞ within
the acceleration region

∂f
∂t þ

∂
∂ε

!∂ε
∂t f

"
¼

finj
τinj

−
f
τesc

; ð1Þ

with ∂ε=∂t ¼ αε, where α is the constant acceleration rate
from the first-order Fermi process, ε ¼ mec2ðγ − 1Þ=T is
the normalized kinetic energy, τinj is the time scale for
injection of particles from the upstream region with fixed
distribution finj and τesc is escape time. We assume that the
initial distribution within the layer f0 and the upstream
injected distribution are both Maxwellian with initial
temperature T < mec2, such that

finj ∝ γðγ2 − 1Þ1=2 expð−εÞ

≈
ffiffiffiffiffi
2ε

p !
1þ 5T

4mec2
εþ % % %

"
expð−εÞ: ð2Þ

For simplicity, we consider the lowest order (nonrelativ-
istic) term in this expansion and normalize f0 ¼
ð2N0=

ffiffiffi
π

p
Þ

ffiffiffi
ε

p
expð−εÞ by the number of particles N0

within the initial layer and finj by the number of particles
injected into the layer Ninj ∝ V inτinj during reconnection.
With these assumptions, the solution to (1) can be written as

fðε;tÞ¼2N0ffiffiffi
π

p
ffiffiffi
ε

p
e−ð3=2þβÞαtexpð−εe−αtÞ

þ
2Ninjffiffiffi

π
p

ðατinjÞε1þβ ½Γð3=2þβÞðεe−αtÞ−Γð3=2þβÞðεÞ'; ð3Þ

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIG. 2 (color online). (a) Energy as a function of x position of four accelerated particles. (b) Averaged energy gain and contributions
from parallel electric fields and curvature drift acceleration over an interval of 25ω−1

pe as a function of particle energy starting at
ωpet ¼ 350. (c) α ¼ hΔγi=ðγΔtÞ from energy gain in perpendicular electric field and by curvature drift acceleration, and from Eq. (6)
using the averaged flow speed and island size. (d) Spectral index of all 2D simulations.
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ABSTRACT

In magnetized astrophysical outflows, the dissipation of field energy into particle energy via magnetic reconnection
is often invoked to explain the observed non-thermal signatures. By means of two- and three-dimensional particle-
in-cell simulations, we investigate anti-parallel reconnection in magnetically dominated electron–positron plasmas.
Our simulations extend to unprecedentedly long temporal and spatial scales, so we can capture the asymptotic state
of the system beyond the initial transients, and without any artificial limitation by the boundary conditions. At
late times, the reconnection layer is organized into a chain of large magnetic islands connected by thin X-lines.
The plasmoid instability further fragments each X-line into a series of smaller islands, separated by X-points. At
the X-points, the particles become unmagnetized and they get accelerated along the reconnection electric field.
We provide definitive evidence that the late-time particle spectrum integrated over the whole reconnection region
is a power law whose slope is harder than −2 for magnetizations σ ! 10. Efficient particle acceleration to non-
thermal energies is a generic by-product of the long-term evolution of relativistic reconnection in both two and
three dimensions. In three dimensions, the drift-kink mode corrugates the reconnection layer at early times, but
the long-term evolution is controlled by the plasmoid instability which facilitates efficient particle acceleration,
analogous to the two-dimensional physics. Our findings have important implications for the generation of hard
photon spectra in pulsar winds and relativistic astrophysical jets.

Key words: acceleration of particles – galaxies: jets – gamma-ray burst: general – magnetic reconnection –
pulsars: general – radiation mechanisms: non-thermal

Online-only material: animations, color figures

1. INTRODUCTION

It is generally thought that pulsar winds and the relativistic jets
of blazars and gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) are launched hydro-
magnetically (Spruit 2010). Since the energy is initially carried
in the form of Poynting flux, how the field energy is transferred
to the plasma to power the observed emission is a fundamental
question. Field dissipation via magnetic reconnection is often
invoked as a source of the accelerated particles required to ex-
plain the non-thermal signatures of pulsar wind nebulae (PWNe;
Lyubarsky & Kirk 2001; Lyubarsky 2003; Kirk & Skjæraasen
2003; Pétri & Lyubarsky 2007), jets from active galactic nuclei
(Romanova & Lovelace 1992; Giannios et al. 2009; Giannios
2013), and GRBs (Thompson 1994, 2006; Spruit et al. 2001;
Lyutikov & Blandford 2003; Giannios 2008). Despite decades
of research, the efficiency of magnetic reconnection in gener-
ating non-thermal particles is not well understood (Hoshino &
Lyubarsky 2012).

In astrophysical jets, reconnection proceeds in the “relativis-
tic” regime, since the magnetic energy per particle can exceed
the rest mass energy. While the steady-state dynamics of rela-
tivistic reconnection has been well characterized by analytical
studies (Lyutikov & Uzdensky 2003; Lyubarsky 2005), the pro-
cess of particle acceleration can only be captured from first
principles by means of fully kinetic particle-in-cell (PIC) simu-
lations. Energization of particles in relativistic reconnection has
been investigated in a number of PIC studies, both in two di-
mensions (2D; Zenitani & Hoshino 2001, 2007; Jaroschek et al.
2004; Bessho & Bhattacharjee 2005, 2007, 2012; Daughton
& Karimabadi 2007; Lyubarsky & Liverts 2008) and three
dimensions (3D; Zenitani & Hoshino 2008; Yin et al. 2008;

3 NASA Einstein Postdoctoral Fellow.

Liu et al. 2011; Sironi & Spitkovsky 2011a, 2012; Kagan et al.
2013; Cerutti et al. 2014). However, no consensus exists as
to whether relativistic reconnection results self-consistently in
non-thermal particle acceleration (Sironi & Spitkovsky 2011a),
rather than just heating (Cerutti et al. 2012).

In this work, we employ 2D and 3D PIC simulations to
follow the evolution of relativistic reconnection in pair plasmas
to unprecedentedly long time and length scales, focusing on
particle acceleration. We consider the case of anti-parallel fields,
without a guide field aligned with the electric current in the sheet.
It has been argued that this configuration produces non-thermal
particles only in 2D, whereas in 3D the drift-kink (DK) mode
would broaden the current sheet, inhibiting particle acceleration
(Zenitani & Hoshino 2008; Cerutti et al. 2014). By performing
large-scale simulations evolved to long times, we conclusively
show that acceleration of particles to non-thermal energies is a
generic by-product of relativistic reconnection in pair plasmas,
in both 2D and 3D. The accelerated particles populate a power-
law distribution, whose spectral slope is harder than −2 for
magnetizations σ ! 10. Relativistic magnetic reconnection is
then a viable source of non-thermal emission from magnetically
dominated astrophysical flows.

2. STRUCTURE OF THE RECONNECTION LAYER

We use the 3D electromagnetic PIC code TRISTAN-MP
(Buneman 1993; Spitkovsky 2005) to study relativistic recon-
nection in 2D and 3D. The reconnection layer is set up in Harris
equilibrium, with the magnetic field B = −B0 x̂ tanh(2πy/∆)
reversing at y = 0. The field strength is parameterized by
the magnetization σ = B2

0/4πmnc2 = (ωc/ωp)2, where
ωc = eB0/mc is the Larmor frequency and ωp =

!
4πne2/m is

the plasma frequency for the electron–positron plasma outside

1
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Figure 2. Top panel: plot of the inflow plasma speed (in units of the speed

of light) as a function of time (in units of rL/c) for a σ = 10 simulation of

reconnection (R[e] in Table 1). The layer’s length is L = 2125 rL. The in-

flow speed is averaged over a slab of width 0.2 L across the layer (i.e., along

the y direction), but our results are nearly insensitive to this choice. Bottom

panel: temporal evolution of the particle spectrum (γ − 1)dN/dγ extracted

from the reconnection downstream region – see also Fig. 1, for a depiction

of the layer structure. The particle spectrum from the whole box at the end

of the simulation is also shown (black dashed line). Particle spectra are nor-

malised to the total number of particles at the end of the simulation. The

inset shows two indicative snapshots of the particle energy spectrum (black

symbols) with the fitting results overlaid with coloured lines. The values of

the cutoff Lorentz factor, γcut, at the corresponding times are also marked

on the inset plot. A movie showing the evolution of the layer structure and

particle distribution can be found at https://youtu.be/0SwViHBo_s4.

4 THE STEADY GROWTH OF THE HIGH-ENERGY

SPECTRAL CUTOFF

We are interested in studying the temporal evolution of the energy

spectrum of particles from the region where the plasma has un-

dergone reconnection. To identify this “reconnection downstream

region” (hereafter, simply “reconnection region”) we used a mix-

ing criterion, as proposed by Daughton et al. (2014). Particles are

tagged with an identifier based on their initial location with respect

to the current sheet (i.e., y at t = 0 above or below the sheet). Par-

ticles from these two regions are mixed in the course of the recon-

nection process. We can thus identify as the reconnection region the

ensemble of computational cells with mixing fraction above a cer-

tain threshold (for more details, we refer the reader to Rowan et al.

2017; Ball et al. 2018).

As an indicative example, we show the temporal evolution of

the particle energy spectrum from the reconnection region in Fig. 2

(bottom panel). The structure of the reconnection layer at differ-

ent times is shown in Fig. 1. The spectrum evolves quickly at early

times (dark blue lines), resulting in a broad non-thermal tail already

by t ∼ 300 rL/c, as also found by Sironi & Spitkovsky (2014);

Werner et al. (2016); Kagan et al. (2018). Although the spectral

evolution appears to be more gradual at later times, i.e. t ! 103 rL/c,

the highest energy part of the spectrum keeps extending to higher
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Figure 3. Top panel: temporal evolution of the power-law slope p of the par-

ticle distribution (dN/dγ ∝ γ−p). The horizontal dashed line corresponds to

p = 2, yielding equal energy content per decade in Lorentz factor. Bottom

panel: temporal evolution of the cutoff Lorentz factor γcut (circles) and the

maximum Lorentz factor γn=4 defined in eq. (2) (squares) of the particle dis-

tribution. Two scalings of the Lorentz factors with time are overplotted for

comparison, namely ∝ t (dotted line) and ∝
√

t (dashed line). The horizon-

tal solid line marks the value of 4σ. Coloured symbols denote different sizes

of the simulation domain (in units of rL), as marked on the upper panel (see

R[b], R[d]-R[f] in Table 1). In all cases, the reconnection remains active for

the displayed time interval.

and higher values of the particle Lorentz factor. During this pe-

riod of steady growth, the reconnection process remains active, as

illustrated in Fig. 2 (top panel), where we show the temporal evo-

lution of the reconnection rate (averaged over the layer’s length).

The reconnection rate ranges between 0.05 c and 0.10 c and it be-

gins to decline only at t ! 5× 103 rL/c, or equivalently at ! 2.3 L/c

(when the reconnection process starts to shut off, due to the peri-

odic boundary conditions in the x direction). The speed of plasma

flowing into the layer fluctuates over time due to the motion and

coalescence of large primary plasmoids. For example, peaks in the

reconnection rate are associated with the virulent growth of the sec-

ondary tearing mode in the long layers that stretch in between two

receding primary plasmoids. On the other hand, the reconnection

rate drops after a merger, since the merger produces outward prop-

agating waves that tend to decelerate the upstream flow.

After the strong spectral evolution at early times, the particle

energy spectrum can be described by a power law of index p and

normalisation N0 with a high-energy exponential cutoff at γcut:

f (γ) ≡
dN

dγ
= N0

!

γ

γ∗

"−p

e−
γ
γcut , γ ≥ γ∗, (1)

where γ∗ = 20 − 30 in all cases studied here. This is illustrated in

the inset plot of Fig. 2, where we show fits (coloured lines) to the

particle energy spectrum (black symbols) for two different times

marked on the plot. The high-energy cutoff increases from ∼ 20 at

ct/rL ∼ 300 up to ∼ 150 at ct/rL ∼ 5800. The results presented in

Fig. 2 are in tension with the findings of past studies (Werner et al.

2016; Kagan et al. 2018), where the high-energy cutoff of the parti-
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Figure 4. Electron energy spectra for cases with different σe, different temperature, different box size, and different mass ratio.

Figure 5. Typical trajectories for accelerated particles. The left panel shows the most accelerated particles whose trajectories are similar to the direct acceleration. The
color-coded contour shows the electric field in the y-direction normalized using wm c ee pe . The right panel shows the ones typical for power-law energy range similar
to the Fermi acceleration. The open circles indicate the starting points and the cross signs show the particle locations at the same time step as the field contour.
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Figure 19. The final energy partition between background electrons and ions, vs. σi.

(a) (b)

Figure 20. Time evolution of the (a) electron and (b) ion energy distributions, f(ε) (compensated by ε) for σi = 0.1.

between bounces is simply ∆tb ∼ λpl/c, resulting in an effective acceleration time scale of tacc = ε∆tb/∆ε = const · cλpl/v
2
pl.

Thus, a typical energetic electron, bouncing between two plasmoids large enough to contain it, undergoes random-walk

diffusion in energy space with a diffusion coefficient of Dε(ε) ∼ ∆ε2/∆tb ∼ ε2 v4pl/(c
3λpl), until the two plasmoids come

together and merge. The particle then “escapes” from the inter-plasmoid acceleration region, e.g., by becoming trapped inside

the merged plasmoid, with a typical “escape time” that can be estimated simply as the characteristic time for two plasmoids

to approach each other, tesc ∼ λpl/vpl (omitting factors of order unity). Thus, the 2nd-order Fermi power-law index should

scale as p = 1 + tacc/tesc = 1 + const c/vpl. Since vpl ≃ VA ≈ cσ1/2
i in the σi ≪ 1 regime, we see that the power-law index

has a σi-dependence of the general form p = 1+Cσ−1/2
i , where C is a constant of order unity, consistent with our numerical

findings.

[In final version, try to prevent the above paragraph from being interrupted by figures (and page break,

if possible).]

The high-energy cutoff εc depends mostly on σi (Fig. 24); as σi varies over more than 3 orders of magnitude, the cutoff

energy scales as an O(1) prefactor times µσi = σe, or roughly εc ≈ 4σemec
2. In the ultra-relativistic limit, the prefactor in

this study is roughly twice that found in Werner et al. (2016); the difference may be due to different simulations setups. The

normalized cutoff energy εc/σemec
2 rises slowly with σi in the semi-relativistic regime, from around 2.5 to 4 or 4.5 as σi goes

from 0.1 to 10.

Due to random fluctuations from simulation to simulation and the challenges of making precise measurements, as well as

the difficulty of identifying convergence in the limit Lx → ∞, we have not been able to conclude with confidence whether the

computed power-law indices and cutoff energies are truly independent of Lx for Lx > 120ρc. We have specifically examined

the Lx-dependence of indices and cutoffs for the cases of σi = 0.1 and σi = 1 by extending our studies to Lx = 160ρc
for these cases, as shown in Fig. 25. First, however, we note that our system size Lx = 120ρc is already squarely in the

large-system regime described by Werner et al. (2016) (for electron-positron reconnection in simulations with aspect ratio
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Figure 19. The final energy partition between background electrons and ions, vs. σi.

(a) (b)

Figure 20. Time evolution of the (a) electron and (b) ion energy distributions, f(ε) (compensated by ε) for σi = 0.1.

between bounces is simply ∆tb ∼ λpl/c, resulting in an effective acceleration time scale of tacc = ε∆tb/∆ε = const · cλpl/v
2
pl.

Thus, a typical energetic electron, bouncing between two plasmoids large enough to contain it, undergoes random-walk

diffusion in energy space with a diffusion coefficient of Dε(ε) ∼ ∆ε2/∆tb ∼ ε2 v4pl/(c
3λpl), until the two plasmoids come

together and merge. The particle then “escapes” from the inter-plasmoid acceleration region, e.g., by becoming trapped inside

the merged plasmoid, with a typical “escape time” that can be estimated simply as the characteristic time for two plasmoids

to approach each other, tesc ∼ λpl/vpl (omitting factors of order unity). Thus, the 2nd-order Fermi power-law index should

scale as p = 1 + tacc/tesc = 1 + const c/vpl. Since vpl ≃ VA ≈ cσ1/2
i in the σi ≪ 1 regime, we see that the power-law index

has a σi-dependence of the general form p = 1+Cσ−1/2
i , where C is a constant of order unity, consistent with our numerical

findings.

[In final version, try to prevent the above paragraph from being interrupted by figures (and page break,

if possible).]

The high-energy cutoff εc depends mostly on σi (Fig. 24); as σi varies over more than 3 orders of magnitude, the cutoff

energy scales as an O(1) prefactor times µσi = σe, or roughly εc ≈ 4σemec
2. In the ultra-relativistic limit, the prefactor in

this study is roughly twice that found in Werner et al. (2016); the difference may be due to different simulations setups. The

normalized cutoff energy εc/σemec
2 rises slowly with σi in the semi-relativistic regime, from around 2.5 to 4 or 4.5 as σi goes

from 0.1 to 10.

Due to random fluctuations from simulation to simulation and the challenges of making precise measurements, as well as

the difficulty of identifying convergence in the limit Lx → ∞, we have not been able to conclude with confidence whether the

computed power-law indices and cutoff energies are truly independent of Lx for Lx > 120ρc. We have specifically examined

the Lx-dependence of indices and cutoffs for the cases of σi = 0.1 and σi = 1 by extending our studies to Lx = 160ρc
for these cases, as shown in Fig. 25. First, however, we note that our system size Lx = 120ρc is already squarely in the

large-system regime described by Werner et al. (2016) (for electron-positron reconnection in simulations with aspect ratio
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acceleration dominated by ideal electric fields
3

the di↵usion region with |E| > |B|, this process is not
necessary because a significant number of high-energy
particles did not pass through such regions (see below
for more detailed discussions). Fig. 2(a) shows the tra-
jectory of a particle in the energy gain versus x plot.
The blue line represents the energy gain, the orange line
shows the contribution from the motional electric field
�"m and the green line indicates the contribution from
the non-ideal electric field �"n. This particle does not
experience any significant non-ideal electric field accel-
eration and �"m dominates the energy increase (actu-
ally �"n < 0 most of the time). However, the particle
still gains a dramatic amount of energy and eventually
reaches � ⇠ 600. Meanwhile, we use ⇠ 1 million tracer
particles and track their energy evolution. We calculate
the contributions from the motional electric field �"m

and non-ideal electric field �"n for each particle dur-
ing the acceleration process. Fig. 2(b) shows the aver-
aged fractions of the energy gains from h�"mi (orange)
and h�"ni (green) as a function of the eventual energy
gain until the end of simulation. The contributions from
motional and non-ideal electric fields are comparable at
low energies, but Fermi-type acceleration becomes domi-
nant when it accelerates particles to high energy, whereas
the role of the non-ideal electric field is negligible. This
clearly demonstrates that the Fermi acceleration is the
dominant mechanism for particle acceleration to high en-
ergy.

In Figure 3, we further examine the roles of the non-
ideal electric field and motional electric field in forming
the power-law distribution. Figure 3(a) shows the en-
ergy spectrum for particles in all of the di↵usion regions
with a strong non-ideal electric field and weak magnetic
field |E| > |B| and the energy spectrum integrated over
the whole domain at !pet = 400, respectively. Although
quite variable, the representative energy spectrum in the
di↵usion region is nonthermal with a small spectral in-
dex p ⇠ 0.4 � 0.5 and an exponential cut o↵ around
� ⇠ 10 � 20. Meanwhile, the spectral index for the en-
ergy spectrum over the whole domain is p = 1.4, con-
sistent with previous works [26, 33–35]. While previous
study has claimed that the energy spectra in the di↵u-
sion region and the whole reconnection domain are the
same [26], the analysis here shows a clear di↵erence. To
understand this di↵erence, we examine the energy con-
tinuity equation with injection and escape of particles
[20, 33, 34, 50]:

@f

@t
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@

@"
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finj

⌧inj
� f

⌧esc
, (2)

where ⌧inj and ⌧esc are the injection and escape time
scales for particles. We assume that some particles are
pre-accelerated at X-points to a hard power-law with
an exponential cuto↵ finj = f0("/"0)�� exp (�"/"c),
where � = 0.4 is the spectral index, "0 = mec2 and the
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FIG. 2: Panel (a) shows a sample particle accelerated with
Fermi-type acceleration dominating over non-ideal electric
field acceleration. The Fermi acceleration does not rely on
initial direct acceleration. Panel (b) shows statistics of en-
ergy gain for ⇠ 1 million particles traced over the history of
the simulation. The orange line shows the fraction of aver-
aged energy gain from motional electric field as a function
of energy gain until the end of simulation. Green shows the
contribution of the non-ideal electric field. The acceleration
to high-energy is dominated by the Fermi-type acceleration
process.

cut-o↵ energy is "c = 10mec2 based on Fig. 3(a). Those
particles are injected into island regions where particles
are further accelerated by a Fermi-type process with
acceleration rate ↵ = "̇/". The solution to (2) can be
found, by integrating Eq.(2) along the characteristics
from t = 0 to t = ⌧ [33, 51]:

f(⌧) =
f0"✓

c

↵⌧inj
[�✓(b) � �✓(be

↵⌧)]"�(1+�), (3)

where � = 1/(↵⌧esc), ✓ = 1 + � � �, b = "0/"c, and
�s(x) is the upper incomplete Gamma function. In the
limit of large ↵⌧ (strong acceleration), the resulting en-
ergy spectrum is a power-law f / "�p with p = 1 + �
in energy larger than the injected energy "c. We empha-
size here that for generating a power-law distribution,
the injected distribution does not have to be nonthermal
[33] and the actual value of � does not alter the resulting
spectral index. The value of ↵⌧ can be estimated in PIC
simulations [e.g., as described in Ref. 33] and for our sim-

4

ulations we obtained that ↵⌧ =
R ⌧inj

0 ↵dt ⇠ 4, where we
have assumed that the injection time ⌧inj lasts until the
saturation of reconnection. In Fig. 3(b) we plot Eq. (3)
for ↵⌧ = 4, 6, and 8 and ⌧esc ! 1, as our simulations do
not include particle escape from the domain. This model
predicts that the spectrum is steepened by the Fermi ac-
celeration with 1 < p < 2, consistent with PIC simulation
results. For the strong acceleration case (↵⌧ = 8), the
spectral index approaches p = 1, consistent with simula-
tions for � � 1 [26, 33–35]. These results suggest that
Fermi acceleration does not require additional accelera-
tion at X-points and the flat energy spectrum generated
in X-lines is modified by Fermi acceleration within the
outflow. We verify this by examining energy spectra for
particles that never experience a di↵usion region with
|E| > |B| and particles that did encounter at least one
such region before !pet = 400 in Fig. 3(c). At this time,
among the particles accelerated to � > 10, only 25%
of particles have encountered the regions with |E| > |B|.
Particles that never encounter such a di↵usion region still
develop a clear power-law distribution. For su�ciently
high energy (� & 10), the spectral indices for these two
classes of particles are quite similar, confirming the basic
conclusions from the analytic model.

This analysis demonstrates that e�cient Fermi accel-
eration does not require direct acceleration at X-lines.
Furthermore, the energetic particles generated within the
di↵usion region are modified by the same Fermi-like pro-
cess in the outflows. Ultimately, at high energy, the spec-
tral indices are nearly the same, regardless of whether
the particles ever encounter a di↵usion region. This in-
dicates that the non-thermal spectra resulting from rel-
ativistic magnetic reconnection can be computed by ig-
noring the influence of the non-ideal electric field. To
directly demonstrate this, we performed an additional
simulation with a test-particle electron component that
does not feedback to the system. The test-particle elec-
trons have the same initial distribution and number of
particles as the electrons self-consistently evolved in the
simulation, but only experience the motional electric field
Em during the simulation. While these test-particles are
not self-consistently evolved in the simulation, they do
retain guiding-center drift motions such as electric field
drift, gradient and curvature magnetic drift, and there-
fore can experience Fermi and betatron acceleration pro-
cesses. This approach completely removes the acceler-
ation associated with non-ideal electric field, but keeps
Fermi-type acceleration in the reconnection layer. Fig.
4(a) shows the density of test-particle population and
they are mainly concentrated in magnetic islands as ex-
pected. Fig. 4(b) shows the energy spectrum for the
test-particle component. Test-particle electrons develop
a power-law like energy spectrum with p = 1.7 similar to
self-consistent electrons (p = 1.4) in Fig. 3(a). The main
extent of the power-law distribution is still preserved with
a cut o↵ energy � ⇠ 100, indicating it includes the main
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FIG. 3: (a) Energy spectra for particles over the whole do-
main (blue) and only the regions with |E| > |B| (orange).
The spectral indices for the two regions are significantly dif-
ferent from each other. (b) Illustration showing Eq. (3) for
↵⌧ = 4, 6, and 8 with � = 0.4, "c = 10mec

2 and ⌧esc ! 1.
A flat injected energy spectrum is steepened to 1 < p < 2
by Fermi acceleration. (c) Energy spectra for particles that
never experienced the region (blue) with |E| > |B| and parti-
cles that encountered at least one such region (orange) before
!pet = 400. The two energy spectra give similar indices at
high energy.

physics necessary for developing power-law distributions.

Discussion and Conclusion – A major challenge for de-
scribing particle acceleration during magnetic reconnec-
tion in large-scale astrophysical system is the enormous
scale separation between the system scales and plasma
kientic scales. Results of this Letter clearly demonstrate
that the formation of power-law distributions does not
rely on the non-ideal electric field. While the non-ideal
electric field at X-points does accelerate a small popula-
tion of particles, Fermi-type acceleration dominates over
the direct acceleration and determines the spectral index.
Therefore the X-line acceleration may be parameterized
as an additional injection process for further Fermi-type

Guo et al. (2019)



magnetic dissipation in “ABC fields”

Figure 3 shows the dependence of cτ/L on the mean
magnetization σhot. For each value of σhot, the growth rate
increases systematically with the domain size, which suggests
that we do not achieve a complete convergence. Considering
only the growth rates measured for the largest simulation for
each magnetization value, we fitted them with the function cτ
(σhot)/L = a/vA(sσhot), where ( ) [ ( )]s s s= +v 1A

1 2 is the
Alfvén speed. For the scaling parameters, we found a ; 0.13
and s ; 0.21.

3.3. Magnetic Helicity Conservation

Zrake & East (2016) studied the decay of magnetic
turbulence in the force-free limit in both 2D and 3D. They
investigated the conservation of magnetic helicity

· ò= A BdV , which is formally broken only by the presence

of regions with a nonideal electric field, as ˙ · ò= - E BdV2
(e.g., Brandenburg et al. 2015). In both 2D and 3D, they
reported that total magnetic helicity was indeed conserved to
a high precision, which improved with resolution. They also
found that in 2D,  could be decomposed into a continuous
distribution  d dAz, each value of which is a separate
invariant. Here we verify these findings in 2D PIC simulations
for the first time.
In Figure 4, we show that total magnetic helicity is

conserved at a level better than 1%, improving with the
decreasing particle momentum dipole moment ã1. As we will
demonstrate later on, smaller dipole moment allows for higher
particle density and better screening of the electric fields.
Consequently, the volume fraction of the nonideal field regions
decreases, and this may explain better conservation of the

Figure 1. Snapshots from the Run s55L1600. Time is normalized to the light-crossing timescale L/c. Top panels: magnetic field component Bz; middle panels:
number density n of electrons and positrons; bottom panels: average Lorentz factor gá ñ of electrons and positrons.

Figure 2. Evolution of the total energy components compared for different runs. All values are normalized to the initial total energy. Line colors indicate the mean
value of the hot magnetization: σhot = 0.7 (gray), σhot = 1.4 (red), σhot = 2.7 (green), and σhot = 5.5 (blue). Line types indicate the simulation domain size: L = 400ρ0
(dotted), L = 800ρ0 (dashed), and L = 1600ρ0 (solid).
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Lundquist number is S∼ κ8/3 ∼ 500, and the effective aspect
ratio of the current layer is L/δ ∼ S1/2 ∼ 20 (Loureiro
et al. 2007). With L ∼ 1000ρ0, this corresponds to the effective
current layer thickness of δ ∼ 50ρ0, which is comparable to the

thickness scale of ·E B and much larger than the thickness
scale of particle density (see Figure 6). We observe that around
the saturation moment of the ideal instability the inflow of
plasma into the current layer is interrupted, and the current

Figure 8. Evolution of the momentum distributions u2N(u) of electrons and positrons for selected runs. The color scale indicates simulation time normalized to the
light-crossing timescale L/c. The distributions are sampled at linearly uniform time intervals; however, the intervals are different for each simulation.

Figure 9. Left panel: time evolution of the number fraction contained in the nonthermal high-energy tail of the electron distribution. Middle panel: time evolution of
the energy fraction contained in the high-energy tail. Right panel: time evolution of the maximum particle Lorentz factor measured at the level of u2N(u) = 10−3 for
normalized electron distributions. Line colors and types are the same as in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Evolution of magnetic fields and currents during the main magnetic dissipation phase of simulation k2 T5 1152P [see Supplementary Movies (i)–
(iii)]. The top row of panels presents volume rendering of the magnetic field strength (white – B = 1.2B0, light green – B = 1.5B0, dark green – B = 1.8B0)
for four simulation times ct/L = 1.24, 1.54, 1.69, 1.84 (indicated also in Fig. 1). The second row of panels presents the (x, y) surface distribution of magnetic
fields corresponding to the front face of the cube shown above (z = 0). The coordinate range is x, y ∈ [0 : L] = [0 : 900ρ0]. Here, the in-plane magnetic field
orientation (Bx, By) is indicated with the streamlines of arbitrary separation, the value of out-of-plane field Bz is indicated with streamline colour (red – positive,
blue – negative), and the magnetic field strength |B| is indicated with streamline thickness. The purple/green colour patches indicate the negative/positive
values of E · B. The black box indicates Patch A, from which we extract the y profiles of plasma parameters shown in Fig. 3. The third row of panels presents
the (x, y) surface distribution of current densities on the z = 0 surface. Here, the in-plane current density (jx, jy) is indicated with the streamlines, the value
of out-of-plane current density jz is indicated with the streamline colour (red – positive, blue – negative), and the current density magnitude | j | is indicated
with the colour shading (dark green patches indicate the most intense current density). The thick yellow/orange contours indicate the regions of hot plasma
with mean particle energy ⟨γ ⟩/# = 10, 15, respectively. The bottom row of panels presents the angular distribution of energetic electrons and positrons with
momentum u > 40# for the same four simulation times.

∼ 1 per cent, with the highest accuracy (∼ 0.1 per cent by ct/L ∼
5) achieved in simulation k2 T5 1152P. Strong radiative losses for
# = 106 have a detrimental effect on the energy conservation.

The middle right-hand panel of Fig. 1 shows the conservation
accuracy for total magnetic helicity ⟨H⟩. For simulations with # =
106 (fast-cooling regime), total magnetic helicity is conserved at
the level of ∼ 0.1 per cent. However, for the k = 4 simulation, the
accuracy is only within ∼ 10 per cent. It appears that helicity con-

servation depends significantly on the effective magnetization (en-
hanced additionally in the case of # = 106 due to radiative losses
of gas enthalpy).

3.2 3D and 2D maps

We will describe here a qualitative picture of our simulations around
the critical moment of saturation of coalescence instability and the

MNRAS 00, 1 (2018)



particle acceleration in 
collisionless plasmas

1. shock waves


2. magnetic reconnection


3. turbulence

2

skin depth de0 = c/!p0 =
p
�th0mc2/4⇡n0e2 is resolved

with 10 cells in 2D and 3 cells in 3D (in 2D we have
checked that de0 = 3 or 10 cells give identical results).
The simulation timestep is controlled by the numerical
speed of light of 0.45 cells/timestep. We typically employ
16 (macro)particles per cell in 2D and 4 per cell in 3D,
but we have tested that our results are the same when
using more particles per cell (up to 256 in 2D and up to
16 in 3D).

Turbulence and nonthermal particle spectrum.—
Fig. 1(a) shows the fully-developed turbulent state from a
2D simulation with �0 = 10, by plotting the out-of-plane
current density Jz. Vortex-like and sheet-like coherent
structures are ubiquitous, in analogy to nonrelativistic ki-
netic simulations [e.g., 36–40]. Elongated current sheets
tend to fragment into a chain of plasmoids/magnetic is-
lands, due to the plasmoid instability [41–44]. As we
show below, reconnecting current sheets — a natural by-
product of turbulent cascades in magnetized plasmas [45–
48] — play a vital role for particle injection into the ac-
celeration process. The time evolution of the magnetic
power spectrum PB(k) is presented in Fig. 1(b), where
PB(k)dk =

P
k2dk (Bk ·B⇤

k)/B
2
0 is computed from the

discrete Fourier transform Bk of the field. Each curve
refers to a di↵erent time (from brown to orange), as in-
dicated by the corresponding vertical dashed lines in the
inset, where we present the temporal decay of the energy
in turbulent fluctuations �B2

rms/B
2
0 . As the magnetic en-

ergy decays (by the end of our simulation, ⇠ 70% of the
initial turbulent energy has been converted to particle
energy), the inertial range (kde0 . 0.4) of the magnetic
power spectrum tends to flatten from PB(k) / k�5/3

[49, 50] to PB(k) / k�3/2 [51, 52]. At kinetic scales
(kde0 & 0.4), the spectrum steepens to PB(k) / k�4,
similar to what has been found in kinetic simulations of
driven turbulence with moderate magnetizations [32, 53].

The time evolution of the corresponding particle spec-
trum dN/d ln(� � 1) is presented in Fig. 2(a), where �
is the particle Lorentz factor. The figure shows that e�-
cient nonthermal particle acceleration is a self-consistent
by-product of relativistic turbulence. As a result of field
dissipation, the spectrum shifts to energies much larger
than the initial Maxwellian (which is shown by the blue
line peaking at � � 1 ⇠ �th0 � 1 ' 0.6). At late times,
when most of the turbulent energy has decayed, the spec-
trum stops evolving (orange and red lines): it peaks at
� � 1 ⇠ �th0(1 + �0/2)� 1 ' 4, and extends well beyond
the peak into a nonthermal tail of ultra-relativistic par-
ticles, with power-law slope p = �d logN/d log(� � 1) ⇠
2.9. The inset shows that the value of the power-law slope
is not universal: for fixed �B2

rms0/B
2
0 , the tail becomes

harder with increasing �0, in agreement with [32] and in
analogy to the results of PIC simulations of relativistic
magnetic reconnection [54–58]; more dramatically, at a
fixed magnetization �0, the spectrum is much harder for
stronger turbulent fluctuations (i.e., at �B2

rms0/B
2
0 & 1).
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FIG. 1. Development of turbulence from a 2D simulation
with �0 = 10, �Brms0/B0 = 1, and L/de0 = 3280 (with
l = L/8). Top: Current density Jz at ct/l = 5.5 (normal-
ized to en0c) indicating the presence of coherent structures
like current sheets, plasmoids, and vortices (see inset) [66].
Bottom: Magnetic power spectrum, showing a well-developed
inertial range and a kinetic range with PB(k) / k�4 (dashed
line). The inset shows the time evolution of �B2

rms = h�B2i
normalized to B2

0 , with vertical dashed lines indicating the
times when the magnetic power spectra presented in the main
panel are computed (same color coding).

The power-law slopes quoted in the inset of Fig. 2(a)
persist in the limit of asymptotically large domains. In
Fig. 2(b), we show for �0 = 10 and �B2

rms0/B
2
0 = 1 the de-

pendence of the time-saturated particle spectrum on the
size of our 2D box, which we vary in the range L/de0 2
{410, 820, 1640, 3280, 6560}. While earlier works, that
employed smaller domains, had claimed that the power-
law slope steepens with increasing system size [32], we
find that the slope saturates for asymptotically large sys-
tems (top inset in Fig. 2(b)), which allows us to extrap-
olate our results to the astrophysically-relevant regime
L/de0 � 1. On the other hand, the high-energy cuto↵

Comisso & Sironi (2018)



particle acceleration in relativistic 
turbulence

• power-law spectra: 
- hardening with increasing magnetization σ 
- p = 2.9 (Comisso+Sironi18)


• acceleration sites: 
- current layers


• configuration: 
- freely decaying 
- driven
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Nonthermal particle acceleration in turbulence 5

We now relate Fermi acceleration to the late-time evo-
lution of the energy distributions. As previously dis-
cussed, the distributions form a power law and then sub-
sequently develop a broad pileup near �max. It is natural
to focus on the distribution just prior to the pileup for-
mation, when the power law has its maximum extent.
After the power law is fully formed, a pair of inflection
points appear due to the pileup (which makes the distri-
bution no longer concave down). We define the inflection
time, tinf , as the latest time at which the di↵erence be-
tween local power-law indices [↵(�) ⌘ �@ log f/@ log �]
at the two inflection points [local extrema of ↵(�)] is less
than 0.1. For t > tinf , the distributions become influ-
enced by the pileup, making a power-law index di�cult
to define precisely.
The normalized inflection time tinfvA0/L versus sys-

tem size L/2⇡⇢e0 is shown in the top panel of Fig. 4.
We find that tinfvA0/L increases with size, consistent
with particles requiring a longer number of larger-scale
dynamical times to reach �max. In fact, tinf is consistent
with the second-order Fermi acceleration timescale cal-
culated in Eq. 5 [with Lmfp/L = 1/2 and �i = �0, giving
tinf / (�max/�0)0.2], which is also shown the top panel
of Fig. 4. This scaling is close to logarithmic over the
given range of sizes. We note that the time taken for
the distribution to reach energies slightly beyond �max

exhibits a similar scaling as for tinf (not shown). The
system-size dependence of the inflection time, and re-
lated pileup, gives a motivation for comparing f(�) at
times that increase according to Eq. 5.
In the bottom panel of Fig. 4, we show the index ↵

(measured at the logarithmic center of the power law
segment) versus system size L/2⇡⇢e0 taken at various
times: the inflection time t = tinf , logarithmic times
t / log (L/2⇡⇢e0), arbitrary fixed time t = 7L/vA0, and
at times with fixed mean particle energy h�i ⇠ 4.2�0
(which is nominally the same as fixed time, but sensi-
tive to statistical variations). We find that measuring
the distribution at fixed time or fixed injected energy
shows a clear system size dependence, although the de-
pendence weakens with size; in particular, ↵ exhibits
an approximately logarithmic dependence on L/2⇡⇢e0
[somewhat weaker than suggested in (Zhdankin et al.
2017)]. In contrast, the distribution taken at the inflec-
tion time or at logarthmic times shows no systematic
variation for L/2⇡⇢e0 & 80. The sum up, distributions
attain the same power-law index, independent of system
size, just prior to pileup formation.
We conclude with a comment about the statistical sig-

nificance of our results. In our simulations, the amount
of energy injected into the plasma by the external driv-
ing fluctuates randomly in time, since driven mode

Figure 4. Top panel: Time taken for the primary inflec-
tion point to appear in the energy distribution, tinf , versus
system size L/2⇡⇢e0. The predicted time for particles to
be Fermi-accelerated to the system-size limit �max (Eq. 5;
black, dashed) and a logarithmic scaling (red, dotted) are
also shown. Error bars indicate the time intervals between
successive measurements of the distribution. Bottom panel:
Power-law index ↵ vs L/2⇡⇢e0 measured at various times: at
the inflection time tinf (blue), at times scaling logarithmically
with size (red), at arbitrary fixed time t = 7L/vA0 (green),
and at times with fixed mean particle energy, h�i ⇠ 4.2�0
(magenta). A logarithmic fit is shown for comparison (black,
dashed).

phases are evolved randomly. While the mean energy in-
jection rate approaches a universal value for su�ciently
long simulations, the distributions presented in this pa-
per were measured after a limited duration (. 7L/vA0)
and thus the amount of injected energy at that point
can vary significantly between di↵erent runs (by up to
⇠ 30%). In principle, a larger injection of energy may
supply a harder nonthermal population, bringing up an
important question: do the measured nonthermal dis-
tributions exhibit significant statistical variability (from
run to run) due to random driving? To build confidence

Zhdankin et al. (2018)
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FIG. 3. The standard deviation, ��rms, of the particle
energies in several bins (colored points), compensated by
(L/c�t)1/2, with corresponding

p
�t fits (dashed lines). Each

fit begins at �t = TL(�0, Brms), the gyro-period for the bin-
center energy of the corresponding bin (asterisks), and ends
at the right arrow. Solid black curves correspond to contours
of constant ��rms/�0, annotated by the corresponding value
of ��rms/�0.

FIG. 4. The di↵usion coe�cient D(�) (blue dots), with
power-law fits of index 2 (solid red line) in the nonthermal re-
gion, and index 2/3 (solid green line) in the low-energy region.
The right y-axis shows the overall particle energy distribution
f(�) at the start of the measuring interval (t = 10.0L/c, solid
black line), and a short time later (t = 12.3L/c, dashed black
line).

jection) and has a minimum near �avg ⇡ 1200.
Fig. 5a also shows the advective contribution from @�D

(orange crosses), and Fig. 5b shows the resulting advec-
tion coe�cient, A(�) ⌘ M � @�D (green dots). In the
high-energy power-law section (� > �peak), @�D > M ,
and so A is negative, while the opposite is true for low
energies (� < �peak). Overall, A tends to pull particle
energies towards �peak, narrowing f(�). We note that
our measurement of A is uncertain, as it depends on the
di↵erence between two noisy quantities.

Finally, to test whether the FP equation can com-

(a)

(b)

FIG. 5. (a) The acceleration rate M (blue dots) and the
contribution to M by @�D (orange crosses). (b) The advec-
tion coe�cient A(�) ⌘ M � @�D (green dots). For reference,
both panels also show the overall average acceleration rate
@t�avg ' 100c/L (gray dashed line, left y-axis), and the over-
all particle distribution at t = 10.0L/c (solid purple line, right
y-axis).

pletely account for NTPA in the simulations, we in-
sert the measured coe�cients A(�) and D(�) into the
FP equation, solve it numerically using a finite-volume
method, and compare the resulting evolution of f(�, t)
with that produced by the PIC simulation. The FP co-
e�cients are extrapolated as constant in � for energies
where there are not enough particles to measure them
(� <⇠ 3⇥ 101 and � >⇠ 3⇥ 104). The initial f(�) is taken
from the PIC simulation at t = 7.8L/c, and the FP so-
lution is run until t = 13.4L/c, which is a significantly
longer time interval than that used for measuring the co-
e�cientsA andD (10L/c <⇠ t <⇠ 11L/c). Despite this, the
distributions produced by the FP and PIC calculations
at two subsequent times (t = 10.0L/c and t = 13.4L/c)
agree very closely (Fig. 6). This also indicates that the
FP coe�cients measured using the secular component of
particle energy accurately reflect the evolution of f(�),
even though the latter involves the lab-frame � with in-
tact energy gyro-oscillations.

Conclusions.— In this study, we rigorously demonstrate,
for the first time, di↵usive nonthermal particle accelera-
tion (NTPA) in first-principles PIC simulations of driven
relativistic plasma turbulence, through direct statistical
measurements using large numbers of tracked particles.
We introduce a procedure to suppress large-amplitude
gyro-oscillations of particle energy, which is critical for
revealing the di↵usive nature of NTPA and measuring
the Fokker-Planck (FP) coe�cients. We find that the
energy di↵usion coe�cient D scales with particle energy
�mec2 as D ' 0.06(c/L)�2 in the high-energy nonther-

Wong et al. (2019)
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FIG. 3. Top panel: Spectra of magnetic energy Emag(k?)
(blue), electric energy Eelec(k?) (red), solenoidal fluid kinetic
energy Ebulk,sol(k?) (black), and compressive fluid kinetic en-
ergy Ebulk,comp(k?) (magenta) during fully developed turbu-

lence. Green dashed lines indicate k�5/3
? and k�2

? in the in-
ertial range (k?⇢e < 1) and k�4

? in the sub-Larmor range
(k?⇢e > 1). Bottom panel: compensated magnetic energy

spectrum Emag(k?)k
5/3
? for simulations of varying system size

L/2⇡⇢e0 2 {27.2, 40.7, 54.3, 81.5} and fixed �0 = 0.25, with

k�5/3
? and k�4

? scalings (green, dashed).

be estimated, in all of our simulations, by the empirical

formula ↵ ⇠ 1 + C0⇠
�1/2
0 , where C0 ⇡ 0.075.

A preliminary investigation of particle acceleration
mechanisms via particle tracking indicates that the accel-
eration process is di↵usive in momentum space, consis-
tent with second-order Fermi acceleration. Predicting the
late-time power-law index ↵ analytically is complicated,
however, by the time dependence of physical parameters
and absence of a cooling mechanism or particle escape.

Conclusions.—
In this Letter, we demonstrated e�cient particle ac-

celeration by driven turbulence in magnetized, collision-
less, and relativistically hot plasmas for modestly large,
closed domains. Our PIC simulations successfully re-
produce large-scale MHD turbulence, as implied by the

k�5/3
? magnetic energy spectrum. The k�4

? spectrum at

FIG. 4. Top panel: Evolution of particle energy distribution
f(�) (where � = E/mc2) from initial thermal distribution
(black) to saturated non-thermal distribution at t = 8.9L/c
(red) (for 7683 lattice, �0 = 1), along with system-size cuto↵
�max (green, dashed) and power law p�2.68 (black, dashed).
Middle panel: late-time f(�) for �0 2 {1/4, 1/2, 1, 2, 4}
(5123 lattice; renormalized for clarity), with respective power-
law fits p�↵, ↵ 2 {3.44, 3.05, 2.43, 2.04, 1.55} (dashed lines).
Bottom panel: measured ↵ versus ⇠0 = �0⇢e0/L, with fit

1 + C0⇠
�1/2
0 (black) given C0 = 0.075. Data points are

from 2563 (magenta, plus), 5123 (blue, diamond), 7683 (red,
cross), and 10243 (green, circle) simulations with nominal
L/2⇡⇢e0 2 {27, 54, 81, 109}, respectively.

Zhdankin et al. (2017)
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FIG. 2. Top: Time evolution of the particle spectrum for the
simulation in Fig. 1. At late times, the spectrum displays an
extended power-law tail with slope p = �d logN/d log(� �
1) ⇠ 2.9. The inset shows the dependence of the power-law
index p on �B2

rms0/B
2
0 and �0. Bottom: Particle spectra at

late times (ct/l = 12) for simulations with fixed �0 = 10,
�Brms0/B0 = 1 and l = L/8, but di↵erent system sizes
L/de0 2 {410, 820, 1640, 3280, 6560}. The insets show the
dependence of the power-law index p (top; dashed line is
the asymptotic slope p = 2.9) and the cuto↵ Lorentz fac-
tor �c (bottom; dashed line is the predicted scaling �c ⇠p
�z�th0(l/de0), see text) on the system size.

�c — defined as the Lorentz factor where the spectrum
drops one order of magnitude below the power-law best
fit — linearly increases with system size (bottom inset
in Fig. 2(b)). As discussed below, stochastic acceleration
by turbulent fluctuations dominates the energy gain of
nonthermal particles. High-energy particles will cease to
be e�ciently scattered by turbulent fluctuations when
their Larmor radius exceeds the energy-carrying scale
l = 2⇡/kN , implying an upper limit to their Lorentz
factor of �c ⇠ e

p
hB2il/mc2 ⇠ p

�z�th0(l/de0), which
successfully matches the scaling of �c on system size in
the inset of Fig. 2(b) (this argument assumes that the
turbulence survives long enough to allow the particles to
reach this upper limit). By varying l/L, we have explic-
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FIG. 3. Top: Current density Jz at ct/l = 4 from a 3D simula-
tion with �0 = 10, �Brms0/B0 = 1, L/de0 = 820, and l = L/4,
showing the copious presence of current sheets [66]. Bottom:
Time evolution of the corresponding particle spectrum. The
inset shows for two di↵erent box sizes that the time-saturated
particle spectra are almost identical between 2D (blue) and
3D (red).

itly verified that �c / l, rather than �c / L.

We have confirmed our main results with large-scale
3D simulations, since several properties of the turbulence
itself, as the energy decay rate and the degree of intermit-
tency, are known to be sensitive to dimensionality [49].
Results from our largest 3D simulation, with L/de0 = 820
and l = L/4, are presented in Fig. 3. The plot of Jz in
the fully-developed turbulent state (top) shows the pres-
ence of a multitude of current sheets, as found in our 2D
setup. The evolution of the particle energy spectrum is
presented in Fig. 3(b). A pronounced nonthermal tail
develops, whose power-law slope and high-energy cuto↵
are remarkably identical to its 2D counterpart (in the in-
set, we compare the time-saturated spectra of 2D and 3D
simulations for two di↵erent box sizes, showing that the
spectra nearly overlap).

Comisso & Sironi (2018)



summary

• Numerous models for non-thermal particle acceleration 
(NTPA) in collisionless (relativistic) plasmas


• Shock waves efficient in weakly magnetized plasmas


• Reconnection and turbulence efficient in highly 
magnetized plasmas


• Stochastic Fermi-type acceleration with power-law slopes 
p ~ 2 demonstrated in all cases


